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Opinion SurveY-
Some Seniors Find Jobs 
By Rosa lie Stoll Of the respondents, an OR THIRTY ..? • 
additional three indicated they
Cer tain rumors rampant had obtained non-legal jobs. Four Two positions were offered one 
through the school have been to more seniors have military budding barrister in the same 
the effect that this year's committments to fulfill ; half Buffalo law firm - either as an 
- graduates are no t·gettingjobs. Not indicated they wanted to enter unpaid associate or a young 
so, proves a recent Opinion the Judge Advocates. · attorney or as a plumber, 0 1 may 
survey, for thirty.two of the IOI have to accept both ." 
seniors polled have jobs upon T H E • • L U C K Y · • 
graduation. Twenty-three of those · THIRTY-TWO . BRICKBATS FOR PLACEMENT: 
jobs were obtained without a 
contact from a friend or relation, Of those students who have to Several seniors expressed their 
proving someth jng, anyway. Two date obtained legal positions, dissatisfact ion with the current 
seniors even have a l'hoice of two certain trends are discernable . The placement, "The placement 
legal jobs. · great majo rity had "above program at this school stinks, 
Responses to the recent Senior average" grades. Clerking was also "Get a better placeme~t service 
Job Survey were obta ined from important - one senior indicated together quickly ." 
!itudents anxiously await the posting of grades at the over one-half of this years senior that he had obtained his position On e or t h e m ost 
bulletin board in the main lobby at Eagle Street. For a class of 187. We attempted to at a firm he had clerked for two thought-provoking comments 
compiiation ·of last semester's grades see page six. ascer tafo how many seniors were years. came from a senior who no ted 
getting jobs, where and how . Also , that it "seems incongruous that 
we se l a very arbitrary standard ACTUALLYTHIRTY-ONE the law school attempts to raise 
for determining whether a student academic standards without 
felt his/her grades were above Few seniors were as fortunate improving the placement program, Niagara Competition average (4 Hs, no Us) average, o r as one anonyITlous senio r with since well-placed lawyers enhance 
below average ( 4Us). The standard average grades who was offered a the reputation o r the school." 
was for comparison purposes job in a private Buffalo firmComing This Weekend only , for, who , after all, are we lo through afriend or relative. The ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS 
determine a clas.s rankJng..system student, who had noLsent..ou.L.an¥--
for our Qs, Hs and Us, when appUcaUon letters , tersely wrote Only twenty-five studentsby James Brennan 
0greater minds than ours have at the end of his survey shee t, 1 indicate9 that they had 
The Moot Court Boatd will host the Niagara International Moot fai led. I urned down the job. " (continued on page five) 
Court Competition . nex t Friday and Saturday, March 3-4, in the 
'They Shoot Students'Erie County Court. 
Oral arguments by moot court teams from the United States and 
Canada are scheduled Friday night at 7:30 p .m, and Saturday al 9 
a.m., 11 :30 a.m. and 2:30 p.m. across the stree t in Parts I, II , and Birdshot Report Issued 
Ill on the second floor of the County Court Building. 
Each team has submitted a written Factum, which is a typed FROM: one newspaper went so far as to report what turned 
argument similar to a memorandum of law concerning the issues to The Center of Justice Through Law out to be a lie; that the poJice were cleared by the 
The Concerned Law Students FBI. This was not the case, however, since thebe presented in oral argument in court. These Facta will be graded 
by the judges who ivill hear the appeal of the case and count the The Niagara 'Frontier Chapter of the NY Civil Justice Department later stated they could not clear 
Liberties Union ' anyone in the matter. This indicated the existencepoints toward the final outcome of the competition. 
Hearing each teams' argument and rebuttal are a panel of noted 
Canadian and American judges and barristers. They will grade the Buffalo, New York 
participants on the organization of their presentation , speaking 
ability, responsiveness to questions of law and knowledge of the Richard J. Rosche in conjunction with the 
aforementioned parties announced that he isfacts of the case. 
releasing to the public the final report on theThe best team will be awarded the Niagara International Moot 
allegations that Buffalo Police shot students during 
the turmoltous anti-war demonstrations on the UB 
Court Competition trophy at a banquet on Saturday evening. A 
trophy will also be awarded to the best individual speaker in the 
Campus in May of 1970. 
(conti~ued on page three) Mr. Rosche , who as a law student headed the 
student investigation of this matter and who is now 
an associate with the Center ofJustice Through IAw 
reasserted the clairll that substantial evidence proved 
IN THIS ISSUE: Buffalo Police without cause fired into defenseless 
students. SBA He asse rted that this fact was no t the most 
A busy mon th . . . .. • . • ..• . . 
· · · · · · · Page four disturbing part of the affair . It was the response of 
the press and official responses to the allegations 
Job Survey that were of greatest concern. 
Are Seniors ge tting ppsitions? ...... • . . . . • .......Page five Despi te ample evidence, only the Justice 
Department conducted wtiat could be called an 
Grade Chart investigation. The Governor of New York and the 
All Course grades compared · · · · · • · · • · · · · • · · · · Page six State PoHce, the Buffalo Po lice and the District 
Attorney of Erie County , although contacted.with police which kept the police in the dark on police
New Schedule the evidence conducted cursory investigations or misconduct. 
Switch to earlier start? 
· · · Page se.ven tried to cover up the matter. Mr. Rosche asserted This report They Shoot Students, like the 
that if there was nobody to protect the public from Allentown riot report Frustration Politics and the 
Pinochle the lawlessness of the police that our laws and Allentown Incident, adds to an ever growing volume 
Letter from Liechtenstein · · · · ' · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Page ten Constitutions are meaningless, and we live in a state of material that and time again police misconduct 
of offical anarchy. goes unexposed and unpublished due to official Ask The Cam 
· It was asserted that the media and pr,,ss, that cover~up and media reluctance. 
Whatzit? .. . . . . •. . , . .... ..• . . __ 
-. · · · · · · .Page eleven so-called watch dogs of freedom, demonstrated OUTLINE OF THE REPORT 
throughout this affair a reluctance to report 
ahylhing that suggested police misconduct. The Mr. Rosche ouilined the content of the report : 
press never thoroughly invesUgated thls matter , and (continued• on page eiJ)it) 
of an unholy alliance between the press and the 
The Opinion 
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CoRNEREditorial 
of the second . semester have expired. TheBy Malcolm L. Morris · importance of this two-week figure is, of cou 
that it is the deadline for the addition of course~'There have been rumblings of discontentGrading one's schedule. Since the grades are not in thothroughout the school in recent weeks some . of 
student ha~ no idea of how ffiJUlY credits h; wi~which, I feel, have been valid , and some of which 
need: or will have to !11ake up (for failed courses ofThe ugly head of the grading.'problems at this school has 
the first semester) until after the deadline for addin 
once again made its semi-annual appearance. This time , hav~;~:·paramount disenchantment of the studen ts these courses has passed. It is not difficult to gras:however, it has grown to near monumental proportions. seems to be the ex treme tardiness of some of the the severi ty of the situation.professors in having their examinations grade~. This Few students are not aware of and incensed by the The immediate response of those who feel that gripe seems to have its larges t supporters m the 
tardiest submission of grades by the Faculty to date . this situation is n.ot_ as desperate as I make it out tosenior class, and rightly so, because of the 
Apparently this awareness is not shared by the faculty. uncertain ty in the cred it requirements for the July be is as follows: sign up for as many courses as possible during registration and then make theThe problems caused by the late posting of grades are Bar. The senior find s himself in the posi tion of not 
too numerous to be listed here. It must be mentioned, having two, to four, grades afte r the first two weeks (continued ,on page thret:) 
however, that they include the inability of students to 
intelligently plan their schedules, to make plans concern ing 
leaves and outside work, and to devote their full attention to 
the present semester's course work . It goes without saying, of 
course, that late submission of grades also removes 
e_xaminations from an active role in the educational process, 
smce the feedback from them comes long after the 
examination was taken . 
. It is time for this Law School to develop a strong policy 
which would compel the faculty to submit their grades 
within a reasonable time . This policy must include an 
effective enforcement provision to be effective. The Law 
School must recognize that getting grades out to students is 
one of the most important concerns of the student body. 
Grades 
The issuing of grades also brought back to the forefront 
the continuing problem of the HD, H, Q, and U. It is 
imperative that some meaning be set down for our grading 
system, for both students and employers, or that it be 
· abandoned. 
_As hav~ been observed in earlier editorials, a system of 
grading which se ts no standards for the grading of student 
efforts can hardly be of any use to employers or students. It 
is obvious by the immense variation of graging ranges from 
course to course that standards do not, in fact, exist. 
The Law School must make its policy and standards 
clear in this area. Either grades must be standardized to the 
extent that they have some meaning or an alternative me thod 
of evaluation must be adopted . 
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by OTTO MATSCH 
A MODEST PROPOSAL them to admit they are lying when they claim' that persuasions will be allowed to participate, even 
they are simply engaged in a civil war, in Vietnam . It communists. Equal time will be granted to all 
Tet , the ·Vietnamese lunar new year, has arrived. It would expose the ir true aims in Indochin a - the candidates. The presently-ruling Hanoi regime will 
marks the beginning of another year o f warfare for the conquest of Laos, Cambodia and South Vie tnam by remain in power until one week after the election at 
long-suffering Vietnamese populace. The communists, fo r~e ~f arms. A cease-fire would interfere with that whi ch time a legitim ate government shall ' be 
following their own Tet tradition, have declared a obJec tive . Poor Hanoi. All it wants is a little inaugurated . Two months later a twin referendum will 
truce , and will att ack during it. Like o ther Tet lebensraum for its people, just a nice place in the sun be held , again under UN supervision , to determine the 
offenses it will do poorly militarily , but be more for the thousand-year " people's republic." matter of _reunification o f the northern and southern 
suc cess ful fr o m a propaganda viewpoint. Peace I am no t running for office, and hence have no provinces. Those in the north will be asked to vote on 
proposals, which would supposedly prevent any further opponents scrambling around in the gutter, tramplim" whether they wish to reunite with the ·south and 
Tet offensives, are lately as plentiful as sharks' teeth . each _other in vain attempts to dethrone me fro n~ th_ose in the sou th on whether they wish to r~unite 
The Hanoi regime"s "peace" pla n is direct and to the any~hmg. He~ce my own modest peace proposal is with the north . A majority vote in both halves is 
point: Yankee de.vils get the hell ou,t , and stab your obv1_ously des~gn~d to• do just wh~t it proposes, bring necessary for successful passage of the referendum . If 
allies in the back while leaving. This is the same pea~~ to _Indochina , and . not to stupify and embarrass it is passed the two governments can work out the 
demand for unconditional surrender they have been poht1cal nvals. My 3-point plan is as follows: rest of the details for themselves If it fails Vietnam 
making for years. They have recently added the clause will remain sundered until a m~ority in each half 
about overthrowing the South Vie tnamese government votes for reunifica tion . I. Commies go home . The armies of the Hanoi bpca u se they are not strong enough to do it 
aggressors are to withdraw immediately to the . The rat_i<:> nale of tl_1is 3-point peace plan is unique in 
· themselves. · its recogmhon of the realities of the war in Indochina. 
President Nixon has apparently given up all hope of territo rial confines of the provinces of Vietnam north It is the only peace plan that· tells it as it is : that the 
a negotiated peace. His 8-point plan , made public after of th~ 17th ~arallel , •withdrawing completely from the· cause of the war is the naked , imperialistic aggression 
the communists refused to respond to it , was directed of the Hanoi junta against its neighbors. It is also the . sover~1gn nations of Laos, Cambodia, and the Republic of V1etna~. They are to take with 'them all supp lies
solely for the consumption of the American public. only peace plan that calls for elections in Vietnam's and eq uipment ; stockpiled materia l must either None of it is conceivably acceptable to the Hanoi northern provinces, where the people have never goneaccompany the re treating armies , or be destroyed, or junta, for it is np t an appeasement plan . Nixon, of to the polls to e lect their leaders Instead they havebe surrendered to .the legi timate government of the 
course, knew th'ey would not accept before he made it been oppressed. Power to the peopie! •country they are cached in. Withdrawing troops will be public. It contains such 0 unacceptab le ' ' proposals as I do not expect my peace proposaf tci be accepted
~ranted safe pas~age from the areas they are presentlyfree elections in South Vietnam, and a ceasefire by the Hanoi junta . The communists have fought for 
throughout all of Indochina. withdrawal 1f so desi red . A . cease-fire will go into cont ro_l of Indochina ,,for too long to give it up now E lections are unacceptable to the communists 
ill~gally occ_upymg, and will even be assisted in 
effect as soon as the withdrawal is agreed to. and give peace a chance. They are not interested in 
because their ideology forbids them. Free elections free elec tions, especially for their own people, who 
allow the people to express their political desires. have known communist tyranny' more intimately th~n 2. ~soner release . All prisoners of war held by allCommunist regimes' only interest in the political 
~ny o ther country in Indochina. They are not belligerents shall be immedia tely released into thedesires of their subjects is to suppress those desires. mteres ted in allowing POWs to return to their families, c ~stody ~ f . the Inte rnational Red Cross. Those The o ther reason for not agreeing to free elections is even . POWs from their own armies. Such a gesturepnsoners w1shmg to return to their nativi: lands shallthat the communists know they would lose badly . The would bespeak kindness, an emotion alien to thebe transferred by the Red Cross. Those not wishing toloss at the Polls would expose the terrorist base of VC 
~ub -hum an communist mentality . They are notreturn shaJ.1 be gran~e~ political amnesty. There shall 
be no forcible repatnatlon of prisoners. 1~t~rested in a cease-fire, for that would stop the power. Nixon knew this, and added the proposal solely t o demon s trat e _to the American people the kilhng, and they are not interested in withdrawing
intransigence of the Hanoi regime. fro?1 neighboring countries , for that would reduceA ceasefire over all of Indochina, including Laos 3._ Free elections. Three months after the complete the1r power. In short, they are not interested in peace.
and Cambod ia, is similarly unacceptable to the enemy . w1t~drawal of H~noi's troops from its neighbors' For them, peace is a term to delude the enemy with , To agree with it Hanoi would have to admit to having :rntory, fr~e elec~1ons, supervised by the UN, will be the. enemy being anyone who is free, anyone who 
troops in Laos and Cambodia , and that would force eld in ~1etnam s northern provinces. All political desi res peace. 
~,.' . , I ll 
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Letters To The Editor 
there be a relation? The grading system at SUNYAB LAWIrresponsi hie Faculty was to have an emphasis on pass-fail with a lack of class Goffin Anti- Liberal? 
To the editor: rank. The problem with this seemingly good system is that 
its implementation has resulted in an A,B,C,F systemWhen I was a freshman I received my first semester To the editor: 
under a concealed name. The ultimate result is angrades in the middle of February , long after the upper I am amazed that Mr. Goffin, who up until now hasincredibly ambivoJent competitive system stemming from 
classmen received their grad~s. J remember it unsettled me always assumed the pose of an open~minded, concerned. 
~e Administration 's failure to prescribe standards of relevant, viable liberal , should react with such virulentsome, not having all my marks, and I found it hard to evaluation. A solution, perhaps, would be to eliminate the chauvinistic platitutdes when part of the Establishment is study. I drew some comfort from the knowledge that HD and H grades. This would at least remove the derogated. Perhaps Goffin is merely _ another liberal
when I was an upperclassman , things would be different. ambivolence among students in interpreting thei r work establishmentarian? 
To my surpri~e. when I was a junior, first semester grades product while at the same l'ime removing the pressure Irr any case, he has done a brilliant job of leapfrogging
drif~d in slowly, and again, it wasn't until the end of the from t~ ~ administrators to implement the system and from irrelevancy to immateriality to distortion of the 
make 1t adequate. The solution requires either anmorlth. Now I'm a senior, the middle of February has truth . He begins by chattering about the corruption of the
abandoning of nebulous honors categorizations orpassed, and I still don't have all my grades, nor do many mind. The point I actually made was that governmentalimplementing them in a manner which would make theother students, and this time I am not just unsettled , I 'm control of the schools gives the State the potential ofgrades meaningful or at least realistic. 
annoyed and amazed at the insensiti~ity ,Qf some fac\/,lty controlling the minds of the students, an Orwellian 
Michael Stiicbowski members. Okay, . lawyers aren't suppOit;d t0 be sensitive, prospect which even Goffin is probably leery of, or at 
but they are supposed to be responsibJe,and the lateness least should be leery of. Then the talk about beards 
begins. As we all know. beards have a lot to do with the 
or some or the marks reflects an irresponsibility on the Otto Anti-American ? 
sfate of the universe, as Coffin has so ingeniously brought part of this faculty and the administration of this facu lty to our attention. 
that is unmatched in my experience, a nd I'm gretty sure And then fin.ally his coup de grace: Goffin is 
in the exp~rience of the rest of the siu~ents in law school To the editor: "bothered." Unfortunately , the facts do not support his 
here as ".'ell. I don ' t think it's neceSSary for me· to spCII Since Otto 'Malsch has attacked a ..governmentally emotional reaction. In reality (<I state of being 
out the importance to students of knowing where they • controlled school system" as "an insidious derogation Of scrupuJously av.oided by relevant i,eople), the "most 
stand, and knowing soon . . liberty " , may we presume that he has in a peculiarly conservative American historians" do no t support 
What are you doing, you faculty members who oblique manner airnounced that he is transferring from government control of the school systems. Goffin has 
haven't handed your grades in? You have a lot of work? I this governmentally controlled liaw. school? conven'iently neglected to name any of them for that very 
reason. Kirk , Friedman (really an economist), Kilpatrickdon 't want to hear that. So do I, but I meet my deadlines. As wary of brain~ashing as _qe9rge ;Romney or Dr. 
and Hazlitt all deplore governmental control of schoolin&.Sincerely , Raoul Duke,. Matsc~ compl~ins that public schools If Coffin can think . of some "most conservative"Deborah Lewis corrupt t~e mmd. ThJS corruption has become so rife that historians who actu~lly support his thesis (sorry . Gene,Matsch h1m~e lf began to grow a beard . He has apparently 
pulled himself together. I note that he has shaved, perhaps Gore Vidal does not ,Count) , then I wish he would let me in on his secret.Grading System Questioned so that he may look clean-cut for interviews at private law 
schools . · Otto Matsch 
One thing bothers me about Matsch's· anti-public
Grade Time! A period of anxiety? content? school stance. Ever since Massachuse tt s passed the world 's l etters are welcome from students, -faculty , 
ambivalence'! At our law school the final question is first common school act in 1647, a free public education alumni, and o thers. The Opinion reserves the right
perhaps the majority sentiment. Why ? The lack of for all has been an increasingly fundamental principle o f to shorten .lellers too lengthy to print in their
standardization of grades and an all too great uncertainty American cultu re . Even the most conse rvative A~crican · e111irety. Please limit fellers to two typewrillen 
reason. What is an HD, a U? What relation does an HD in anti-American? · /Jages. Send to: The Opinion, 77 West Eagle 
Philosophy of Law have to a Q in Federal Tax (a) . Can Stree(. Buffalo , 14202. Anonymous lellers will 
as to the interpre tation o f these grades seems to be the hi sto rian s ge ne rally agree . Could Malsch be 
Gene Coffin 
1101 be published. 
PRESIDENT'S CORNER 
(continued from page two) 
appropriate " drops" as the grades come in. This Wallin concurred in tbe severity of the situation and 
solution has some major drawbacks. First, it tends promised me that he would make the ,'grades 
to cause over enrollment in courses, and incident to avaiJabJe. as soon as lte obtained possession of them. Niagara Competitionthis, the "closing out " of certain students. These To my knowledge, he had done just that. That is all 
students could be underclassmen who registered for that I, as President, can do. 
the course. not as a hedge against their first But the Board o f Directors can do more. The (continued from J)age one) 
semeste('s perf0rmance, but rather because they Board can pass resolutions, and motions of various 
rea lly wanted to take the course. The final injustice kinds re : faculty grading, procedures and deadlines. 
of course arises when the grades finally do come The crucial factor then becomes - what effec t will ora l argumen t competit ion. 
out. Then the " hedgers," realizing that they will these promulgations have on the' faculty'! At this Participating in the event are teams from Osgoode Ha.II Law 
have more than enough " passing" credits, will drop point , in this school I would surmise that the effec t School of York University, University of Toron to , Wayne State 
the course . Thus the professor sees what was once a would be minimal. The reason of course lies, not in University o f Detroit , Mich ., University of Western Ontario :indthe S.B .A. , but rather in the apathetic student body course that was over-registered become one that University of Detro it.lhat fniJs to suppo rt it. The studen t in this school, could accommodate another' 5-10 students. Albeit The problem to be argued on appeal to the United Statesseems to believe that the S.B.A. will be ab le to exert 5· 10 students does nol seem to be a large number, Supreme Cour t is an ex tradi tion proceeding brought by thethe desired pressure when he wants it to, when he is 
Canadian government against Miss Connie Catalyst. nor does it seem to crea te too much of a sacrifice on the students, le t me assure you that if you happen willing to give his ~upport and some time for the 
Miss Ca talyst, the respondent in the case , is a graduate studentto be one of those students, the situation has an attendance of a Friday meeting. Th.is is an 1 
entirely_different perspective. a t McDill University , who is ac tive in Canadian politics and has unfounded belief. As I have sta ted time and time 
again , the only way that the student will be heard inAside from the numerical problems involved, pub li shed many ar ticles on chemistry. The Canadian government 
many students will find that they would rather not this school is by the continu al ra ising of voices in seeks her return to face charges concerning a conspiracy to blow 
take a course that they may eventually drop because unison. The S.B.A ., to be an effective, worthwhile up a statue of the Queen. 
of the expenditures of time and money (for the organiza tion, must hi&ve more than a sporad ic She has instructed a group of studen ts belonging to the 
books, some o f which are outrageous), especially backing, but rather continuous supporl throughout Organiza tion to Liberate Quebec (O.L.Q.) on explosives. Shortly 
many of the seniors who are now exp~riencing the the year . Only in this way will it ever serve any before they are to detonate the bomb at the Queen 's statue, the joys of bar review. useful purpose. students are caught. They are convicted of conspiracy to attempt
Thus, the problem is just as troublesome now, As for last term no thing can be done. But, we to violate sect ion 79 of the criminal code of Canada, which deals 
as it was prior to the "hedge" solution. Which brings can•set the standards now for the present term and with explosives. 
one to the query - "Where can I turn to for the the terms to come. What we need is a sta tement Miss Catalyst's role in the conspiracy is discovered and the
solution?" Charges have been leveled at me that the from the S.B.A. signed , not by the 23 members o f Canadian authorities move for her extradition from the United answer should come from the S.B.A., that the Board the Board , but by the 600 students o f the school. 
of Directors should be handling these type of "gut" The correct support , as was obtained in the N. Y. States and it is at the appeal stage of this proceeding that the 
issues rather than "wasting" its • time on other Practice affai r earlier this. year (which by the way , moot court teams must begin thei r arguments. 
non-crucial matters. Let me respond to these has been lauded by some seniors as the best course Many area attorneys and judges are taking time from their work 
charges ~>Y saying that I concur. The S.B.A. should they've had in their three years here) can create the to act as judges in this event. Three judges from Ontario will also 
be doing something about this, and other gut issues. results we desire . So I say, especially to the sit on the bench during the course o f the oral arguments. The 
The more important question which I post is, "What underclassmen, rather than spend time complaining Moot Court Board has expressed their appreciation to these men 
can the S.B.A. do?" As the President, I have been in about the present state , of ar"'l irs, redirect that and also hopes that the faculty and students of our own law 
continuous communication with Mr. Wallin and energy to a more constructive l.. ~ and suppo rt your school will attend the Niagara Interna tional Competition. 
Shirley as to the status of the ~ifferent courses. Mr. only hope, the S.B.A. 
the opInI.on Is wa1t1nq 
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-----SBA 
By Michael Mongomery 
Admissions, Grades, Moot Court Discussed 
FEBRUARYl8 
ADMISSIONS COMMITTEE: Richard 
Evans presented a complete report on the 
activities of the Admissions Committee. 
Out of the 200 seats available for the 
upcoming Freshman class, it is expected 
thal a minimum of I00 seats will be filled 
by applicants who were automatically 
accepted on the basis of both a 650 score 
on the LSAT and a GPA of 3.0. 25-30 seats 
will be rese rved for Minority Students, the 
crit eria for whose admission is being left up 
to the Minority Students Committee 
headed by Pror. Dannye Holley. 
The remainder of the approximately 
2,000 students who have thus far opplie~ 
to the Law School are placed in the hold 
ca tegory . 80% of the remaining sea ts will 
be filled by those applicants who have both 
a GPA of 3.2 and an LSAT score of 
550-600. The Admissions Committee will 
be allowed to develop experimental criteria 
to determine who will be admitted to the 
20% of the places remain ing. These critc'ria 
will include: I. previous ac tivit ies and 
experiences in and outside o f the academic 
milieu 2. some preference to those whose 
undergraduate major was in a more. 
demanding field ie. physics. 3. the quality 
of the undergraduate school attended. The 
r'ac t that an applicant has a maste rs degree 
or Phd . will not be considered as granting 
priority, except insofar as the app licant has 
produ ce d so m e d e mon s trabl e 
accomplishment through his use of this 
degree. 
The problem of undergraduates whose 
grades were on a pass-fail system remains 
unresolved. Mr. Evans acknowledged that 
there seems to be a heavy geographical bias 
in favor o f applicants from the WNY area 
(last year over 70% of the Freshman class 
was from WNY). He attributed this 
phenomenon in part to the fact that most 
applicat ions come from students in this 
area, and of those app lications from o ther 
areas there are few with academic 
qualifica tions sufficient for admission. Mr. 
Evans attributed the second major factor 
contributing to a WNY bias to pressure on 
the Dean and the Administration , 
engendered by considerable pressure from 
the local community to give some 
preference to students from the general 
up•s tate area.x 
MOOT COURT. March 3.4 will see the 
hosting of the Niagara Internat ional Moot 
Court Competition by Eagle Stree t, our 
re prese nt a tives being the defending 
champions after last year's contest. Mr. 
Evans submitted a special plea to the SBA 
for addi tional funding in o rder to provide a 
closing banquet for the approximately 70 
visiting contestants and guest judges and 
a ttorn eys. T he re was co nsiderable 
comment against student rundinp for 
banquets, emphasizing that the funding or 
Moo t Court e ve nts would mos t 
app ropria tely be provided by the "Law 
School and the State. Professor Greiner 
observed that the Law School is presently 
a11empting to obtain fonding in the State 
Budget fo r the support of Moot Court as 
an academic endeavor, Simil,ar to that 
presently enjoyed by the Law Review. I-l e 
emphasized that any State funding ga ined 
thereby would include limitation~ on the 
purposes for expenditures established by 
the State, which would stiJI leave the 
necessity for funding affairs such as 
banquets on outside sources such as the 
SBA, or Alumni. A motion to provide 
funding up to $380 was passed on a vote of 
8-5-3 . 
CLS MOVIE : Upon a request made by 
Sally Mendola, CLS was allowed to switch 
its budgetary allocation lines to fund a free 
showing of the movie "The Murd~r of F~ed 
Hampton" in the Law School. This motion 
passed: 12-0-4 . 
CENSURE FOR LATE GRADE 
TURN-IN: Citing a resolution by the 
Academic Standing Committee that course 
grades be submitted no late r than I month 
after the last exam is given, Lee Ginsberg 
introduced a mo tion censuring those 
Faculty members who have failed to 
submit grades by this date. It was noted 
that while the procedure to enforce this 
~Committee resolution exis ts, it has never 
been followed . It was dec ided that the late 
submission of grades be presented as a 
grievance to the FSRB in conjun ction wi th 
the censure, which resolution should be 
circulated to all Faculty members. Mr. 
Greiner commisserated with the feeling of 
students about the late submission of 
grades, but criticized r5o th Faculty and 
Student committees and bodies for passing 
myriad resolut ions with pertinence towards 
the individuals and groups they are 
directed 1owards, but allowing them to be 
buried in the minutes with any actual 
commun'ica tion involved towards the 
individuals the resolutions were directed 
against . 
Asst. Provost Greiner also noted that 
many propositions loosely termed as 
res olutions from various bodies and 
committees are in fact ..part of our great 
'oral trad ition ' " and not really binding. 
The censure motion was passed 
unanimously. 
GRADING SYSTEM : Yvonne Lewis raised 
a general question as to ·the present grading 
system, particularly in tlie way HDs have 
been used by some professors to cause its 
degeneration into a system of A·B.C-D(F) 
for many. The use of HDs was considered 
intolerable, particularly since there is ·no 
predictability as to which Professors refuse 
to give it, which makes a· complete 
mockery of the pass•fail system which our 
present grading methods were purported to 
be. Mass confusion among students and 
Faculty have led to a hopeless situation . 
Lee Ginsburg suggested the holding of 
a student referendum to get some concrete 
student feeling on the validity of the HO 
grade. Audience comment indicated a 
sentiment among some that the entire 
system be abolished in favor of a more 
coventional system understandable to 
Faculty , students, and particularly to 
employers who would be able to judge the 
quality of job applicants with more 
facility . 
ASST PROVOST GREINER: Among the 
general comments addressed . t.o the body 
by Mr. Greiner was a felt need to move 
with caution in regard to discretionary 
(continued on page eight) 
Rep~esentatives Hear Committee Reports 
FEBRUARY II 
PROFESSIONAL PROGRAM 
COMMITTEES: Mike Pla t.:e reported that 
there has been lill le progress made. One 
major issue is the status of the cli nic 
pr og ram s, th e chief problem heing 
over-enrollm ent antl lack of adequa te 
supervision. He repo rted that the entire 
clinic program is under fire, and wi ll 
probably be cul back sevCre ly. The 
outward probab le enro llment lo be a llowed 
in the futu re would probably be 12 
students per Faculty member in the 
program . Mr. Place stated that , while Dean 
Schwartz favors the clinic program and 
wishes for grea ter resou rces in support o f 
it , the Faculty rates it as a disas ter area 
with little educa tional value fo r many 
students. It was suggested that an open 
meeting be held to discuss the issue o f 
clinics. 
A coro llary issue was rai sed in regard 
to the status o f the clinic program once the 
Law School is isolated from the centers of 
legal activity in Buffalo by its removal to 
Amherst. 
Gene Goffin noted lhat While the 
primury compluin l again al the clinic 
program is luck, of facu lty supervision, 
there is almost a to tal lack o f such 
supervision in the classical lect ure course 
except fo r the final exam. 
NEW SENIOR DIRECTORS: Eliot Tunis 
and Charles Genese we re accepted as the 
elec ted replacement s to the SBA senio r 
direc torial seu ts vacated by John Blair and 
Tom Bre tt. 
ENV IRONMEN.T AL LAW : The 
constitution for th is new club was accepted 
on a vo te o f 9•0-1. II was suggested that 
the o ffice rs slabmit a budget to handle any 
necessary expenses. It was no ted that the 
funds originally alloca ted to LSCRRC have 
been freed up , since apparently this group 
will no t be spending anything. 
GRADUATION COMMITTEE: Ralph Cox 
reported that the Law School graduation 
ceremonies will be held on ..28 May at the 
Mary Seaton Room , Kleinhans Music Hall. 
II is ex pected that Howard Samuels will be 
the speaker. No decision has yet been made 
on the wearing of caps and gowns. The 
Faculty has been approached for financial 
assistance through Mr. Greiner , an issue 
also still in doubt. 
WOMEN FACULTY SEARCH 
COMMITTEE: Laurel Binder reported that 
the -fruits of this committee, headed by 
Miss Girth , consist o f an offer by the 
sc h ool to Nancy Gerstner of Yale. 
Apparently the Faculty approves high ly of 
Miss Gerstner, whose fie lds o f interest 
include Admin . Law , Labor Law, and clinic 
programs. Still, the facul ty feels that the 
most urgent needs lie in the field s of civil 
procedure and property . This cand ida te 
had no teaching experience, bu t is 
considered to have an excellent repu tation. 
It was considered unlikely that Grace 
Blumberg wou ld come back to Buffalo. 
Herber t Greenman noted that while 5 
Faculty lines are presently open, only one 
offer had bee made. Me observed that the 
Faculty believes that 1st yea r courses can 
be taught by anyone, and that the Faculty 
is in general opposed to the expansion of 
the Clinic Programs advocated by the 
student r eprese nt a tiv es o n the 
Appointmen ts Committee. 
ADMISSIONS COMMITTEE: A report 
from Deborah Lewis stated that the school 
will use the usual sliding scale for the 
acceptance o f new students, ranging from 
immediate accep tance for applicants with a 
650+ LSAT ~nd 3.0 GPA on down. ll is 
an ticipated that the number of applications 
will be doubled . It would Seem that there is 
a division among the Faculty on raised 
standards. The Administration expects 
most of the new Freshman class to be filled 
by those who were automatically accepted 
under the above cri teria . Miss Lewis' report 
noted that the Minority Program still exists 
and a number of student slots will be left 
open, to be filled by the Minority Students 
Committee. 
It was sugges ted that Dean Lochner be 
invited to address the SBA on the subject 
of ad missions. 
DONEGAN APPOINTMENT: President 
Morris stated that Mr. Donegan is being 
considered by the Faculty for appointment 
as an associate professor. 
ADVISORIAL PROBLEMS: Due lo the 
non-existence of Faculty advisors for 
students, it was suggested that a crib sheet 
be prepared indicating the relative merit s 
of various Law School courses. A 
supplemental pl'oposal included the 
institution .of Senior student advisors for 
Freshman students. A motion in this regard 
was passed 10-1·1. 
Model Exam Answer Issue Debated 
.IEBRUARY 4 
SENIOR ELECTIONS: the resignation of 
Sr. Rep. Tom Brett ushered in the SBA 
meeting o f 4 February . Mike Sugar was 
appointed as his replacement pending the 
election to fill vacant seats. It was 
decided to remove the Pl RG referendum 
from the ballot in view of the chaos 
presently reigning on the main campu!f 
and in Albany regarding mandatory ~s. 
voluntary student fees. 
MODEL EXAM ANSWERS: Reed Cosper 
suggested that professors be asked to 
1.:ome up with some form of outline of 
what they were looking for in their final 
exams. I-l e felt that the posting of this 
material after exams would be an aid to 
the teaching process. President Morris 
tlU~ s tion ed th e number of faculty 
members who would compley with such 
a request , an attitude shared by Mike 
Sugar who pointed out that a number of 
instructors repeat their exam questions, 
, and would be chary of letting such. 
pertinent information out. Judy Kamp( 
expressed the view that preparation of 
model answers for posting might tend to 
rigidify the mind of instructdrs as to 
answers in the exams itself which might 
be considered acceptable. Bob Allen and 
Ri cha rd Wei nb erg sugges t ed the 
preparation of a basic issue analysis, -not 
a model answer , such analyses to be 
made available in the Library . A motion 
to put this proposal before the FSRB 
was passed U-4-2. 
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW SOCIETY: 
Bob Rodecker requested the approval 
and recognition of this nascent student 
group. Mr. Rodecker proposed that this 
orga ni za ti o n co uld channel student 
energies t owa rds han"dling • cases in 
environmental law in this area, as has 
been done at other law schools in the 
country . A vote on the constitution a l 
this club will be held on II Feb. 
DISBURSING AGENTS AND SUB 
BOARD I: Mr. Greiner is reported to 
h a ve s aid th at no o ne in th e 
admi nist rati o n would accep t the 
responsibility of being the disbursing 
agen t for the student government in 
contrast to his statements made at' the 
previous SBA meeting, II was suggested 
that the SBA go !lo. the Sub Board I 
voucher system out of necessity until 
the end of the year to see how it 
worked, while planning viable alternatives 
in the meantime. 
Sally Mendola questioned as to 
whether the on-campus disbursing agent 
might no t approve expenditures for 
certain organizations whose goals or 
mak e-up were disapproved by the 
Administration. President Morris doubted 
that such problems would affect SBA 
organ izations as long as they were not 
designed more than ½. for the benefit of 
those outside the student body . 
COMMITTEE REPORTS: A request by 
Weinberg for a progress report from the 
Social Committee triggered a general 
demand for reports from all committees 
so that the SBA can find 'out what is 
going on. l'resident MorriS noted that 
there are Problems with the Election 
Committee since there are no members 
on it outside of the Chairman. Lacking 
volunteers, Mary Anne Hawco, Reed 
Cos p er, and La rry Shapiro were 
appointed by fiat. 
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Mitchell Lecture Series 
Campbell on law and Experimental Society 
By Joe Gerken 
Professor Donald Campbell, 
sociologist at Northwestern 
University addressed the Mitchell 
lecture . Series on "Law· and 
Experimental Society" recently. 
Mr. Campbell first explained 
the title of the lecture. Whenever 
social research seeks to evaluate 
the effect of changes in the law, it 
must take special care that the 
conclusions reached reflect actual 
changes rather than distortions 
inhCrent in the research method . 
For example, Abraham 
Ribicoff, as Governor of 
Connecticut, instituted a "get 
tough" campaign against traffic 
violators. After a year, the 
governor announced that the 
program was a udefinite success,.. 
pointing to a large drop in traffic 
deaths during the year. 
The inadequacy of this 
approach, Campbell noted, is that 
there was no attempt made to 
check whether the drop was truly 
significant; and that, even if it 
were, it could have signified a 
number of causes. 
To determine whether the 
drop was significant, the social 
scientist must first extend the 
time period that the dip can be 
seen in as part of a larger pattern 
of change; he must also refine his 
interpretation as to what the 
larger pattern means. 
Campbell suggested that a 
smart politician with a 
sophisticated awareness of 
statistical patterns could make a 
career out of "curing momentary 
swings in the graph," for example, 
by entering a situation where a 
crime wave is predictably peaking 
and taking credit for the 
subsequent decrease. 
Once one has'determined that 
a change is significant - that it 
differs markedly from any 
predictable pattern, it is necessary 
to keep in mind that the meaning 
of the change may not be obvious. 
Campbell suggested that the 
Connecticut study could have 
been more convincing if other 
factors had also been noted -
possibly the relative number of 
licenses suspended, the change in 
number of traffic offenses, or the 
change in average and maximum 
speeds observed on · selected 
highways. It is essential to realize 
that any factor, or group of 
factors can point to different, 
often contradictory, conclusions. 
Reduced lrartic offenses 
could indicate safer driving, but it 
could also mean that since longer 
sentence~ had been instituted', 
police and courts were more 
reluctant to ~ive tiCkets or 
subsequently to convict offenders. 
Campbell feels this is a 
pervasive problem facing 
lawmakers in an experimenting 
society - that a change in llie law 
will naturally induce a change in 
the '"scoring system." An increase 
in police in a crime-infested area 
will probably lead to more arrests, 
and may encourage, people to 
report crimes that they otherwise 
would not have. This may lead 
some to conclude the crime rate legislating against the indicator. 
had then, an incorrect For example, an increased divorce 
assumption. rate may be a sign of a 
deteriorati9n of family life, but 
The appointment of Orlando lawmakers should not assume that 
Wilson, a sociologist, to the police a legally induced drop in the 
department in Chicago ,was divorce rate - e.g. through more 
followed by more efficient restrice divorce laws - will mean a 
reporting of crime . Since Wilson more healthy family climate. 
was foresighted enough to predict The federal system of law in 
that this would indicate an the United Slated provides legal aware of it and could respund to 
apparent increase in crime, he was researchers with some' means of the new laws. 
able to make this known to the c'hecking the meaning of Campbell concludeq by 
public, thus avoiding a ucrime ambiguous changes. Noting the noting the dangerous areas which 
wave" scare. .. convenient chaos" of various an experime,,ting society must be 
c~mpbell noted that state laws, Campbell pointed out aware of before statistics are used 
lawmakers should be wary of that this ..chaos" creates' a rich to prove an assumption . 
source of control groups - that a 
scientist can more easily find two 
or more jurisdictions in which he 
· could expect the same pattern of 
change to occur, and be safer in 
assuming that if one jurisdiction 
changes an appropriate law, a 
marked deviation' from expectable 
patterns in that state will 
probably be related to the change 
in law. 
Since some situations can be 
expected lo be more closely 
related to the change in law than 
others, this difference can also be 
used to guage the relationship of 
the indicator to the law. 
When stronger drunken 
driving laws were established in 
England, researchers could safely 
assume that if the laws had any 
impact it would be much more 
significant in the early morning 
hours on weekends than on 
weekday afternoons . By 
comparing parallel statistics for 
these two time periods, 
researchers could better tell 
whether a change in accidents is 
related to the new law. 
British lawmakers were also 
wise in publicizing a specific date , 
when the tougher laws would go 
into effect - thus establishmg an 
abrupt break - an effective one, 
since the public was immediately 
THE THIRTY-TWO WITH JOBS..... .. 11Pl~cement Survey 
Local State Fed .. legal 
Firm Govt. Govt. Govt. Aid
(continued from page one) Private 
interviewed at the school even comparing the information which 
once. Most answers suggested a you submitted in your resume . . I Buffalo Area 16 3 0 0 0 
wide gap between the number of must frankly discourage you from NY State 0 05 0 2 
responses to their letters , and the applying (sic} to us for a • NY City I 0 0 0 I 
number of affirmative responses position . . I know that as you Out of State I 0 I 0 0 indicating an invitation to contact other firms you will find a Washi.ngton D.C. 0 0 0 4 0 interview. number who will have good Was contact made 
employment possibilities for through friend or , 
JOB MARKET? you ." relative in Buff. area? 6 0 0 0 0 
Friend or Rel. in NYC? 0 0 0 0 
Inability to find a job was SHEER LUCK 
attributed by many to a "bad job Did you interview at the School? How many application letters have you sent out? 
market." Certainly with a high One senior who .landed a Yes No None 12 
number of unemployed law federal government position in Total 6 25 1-5 6 
graduates· walking the streets, Washington, D.C. attributed it to One time 2 6-10 3 
some rejections are imminent. But ,"sheer luck." Perhaps that's what Two times 2 I 1-20 4 
one of our top graduates received the whole senior class needs right Ten times 1 · 40 I 
this rejection excerpt : "After about now. Ten times I 0 50 2 
60 2 
Too many IOPINION SURVEY 
Yes No Yes, Military AND THE OTHER SIXTY-TWO..... 
not in Service Did you interview at School 
law 
· Yes No 
Do you have a job Total 19 42 
after graduation? 32 62 3 4 One interview 6 
Two Interviews 4 
... Threee Interviews 4 
Grades: Four Interviews 2 
Above Average 24 25 I I Five Interviews 2 
Average 8 32 2 3 Six Interviews I 
Below Average 0 2 0 0 
0No answer 0 3 0 How many Private lnt'erviews Have You Gone To? How many application letters have you sent? 
None 15 30-35 5 
One 8 
None 36 
I 7 40-55 6 
Did you clerk? 4 2-4 4 60-75 . 5I 2 TwoYes 20 20 7-10 4 JOO-I 10 3 
No 2 0 Three 63 14 0 2 Four 3 12-15 4 175 & over 2 No Ans. 9 28 Five 4 20-25 5 
Ten I 
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TliEy ARE •••AT 
The fo llowing is a chart of almost all of the grades for the Fall 
semester. (Missing are those grades which hadn't been turned in by last 
Friday). 
The rating system was compiled as follows: Each grade was assigned 
a va lue (HD= 3, H = 2, Q = i , U = O). Then the total number of points 
was divided by the number of persons who received a grade in that 
course. With this system , any course which had an average grade of Q 
wou ld receive a 1.00 rating. 
As for as the va lue of the grades themselves, you can draw your own 
conclusion . 
No 
Crse.+Prof. Stud . No. HO (%) H (%) Q (%) U (%) Wdrn. (%) Grd. (%) Rating 
FRESHMAN 
Contracts A-Donegan 6J 0 (0) 8 ( 12) 48 (77) 4 (6) 0 (0) (3) 1.06 
Contracls B-Fleming 71 0 (0) 13 ( 18) 46 (64) 10 ( 14) 0 (0) 2 ( I) 1.04 
Contracts C-Rickert ~9 0 (0) 11 ( IS) 45 (65) 7 (10) 3 (4) 3 (4) 1.06 
Property A-G reiner 63 0 (0) 11 (17) 36 (57) 12 (19) 3 (4) I (2) 1.07 
Properly B- Goldstein 76 0 (0) 9 (I I) 53 (69) 13 (17) I (I) 0 (0) .95 
Properly C'-Joycc 67 O (O) 10 ( 14) 40 (59) 13 (19) 0 (0) 4 (6) .95 
59 0 (0) 6 (10) 40 (67) 7 ( I I) 3 (4) 3 (4) .98 Torts A-Atleson 
71 O (0) 8 (11) 53 (74) 7 (9) I (I) 2 (3) 1.01Tort s B-Davidson 
65 O (0) 8 ( I 2) 47 (72) 7 (10) 3 (4) 0 (0) 1.01Torts C-Ke lley 
61 O (0) 9 (14) 45 (73) 4 (6) 0 (0) 3 (4) 1.09 
NO GRADES AS OF 17 FEBRUARY 72 ••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••""•••• 
Crim/ Law A-Birzon 
Crim/ Law B-Holley 
71 (2) 8 ( 11) 49 (69) (9) 0 (0) (7) 1.07Crim/ Law C-Kalz 
JUNIOR REQUIRED 
94 8 (8) 20 (21) 36 (38) 10 (IO)' 3 (3) 17 (18) 1.35 
Tax A-Del Cotto 
Con. Law A-Mann 
140 0 (0) 19 (14) 93 (66) 21 (IS) I (I) 7 (5) .98 
JUNIOR / SENIOR 
Tax B-Joyce 18 0 (0) 4 (22) 12 (67) I (6) 0 (0) I (5) 1.1 8 
Tax C-Oel Cotto 27 I (4) 8 (29) IS (56) 2 (7) 0 (0) I (4) 1.31 
Comm. Paper Rickert 96 0 (0) 14 (IS) 75 (78) 3 (3) 2 (3) ' 2 (3) 1.12 
Future lntere'its Mugel NO GRADES AS OF 17 FEBRUARY 72 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Obtors Rights - Girth 56 (4) S (8) 39 (69) 7 ( 12) 3 (5) 0 (0) 1.03 
Trademark Copt 
Trademark Copyright, 
Patent • Goldstein 60 0 (0) 6, ( 10) 44 (7l) 10 (16) 0 (0) 0 (0) .93 
Labor Law • Atleson 100 I ( I) 13 (13) 71 (71) 13 (13) I (I) I (I) 1.02 
Family Law • Teitlebaum 99 0 (0) 14 (14) 75 (76) 7 (7) I (I) 2 (2) 1.07 
Evidence - Tcitlebaum 139 I (I) 16 (II) 95 (68) 20 (14) I (I) 6 (4) .98 
Civil Proc. • B • Kochery 100 2 (2) 24 (24) 71 (71) 2 (2) 0 (0) I (I) 1.26 
Phil. of Law • Franklin 73 7 (9) 23 (31) 31 (42) 0 (0) 0 (0) 12 (16) 1.60 
ConOicts - Laufer 45 I (2) 3 (7) 39 (86) 0 (0) I (2) I (2) 1.12 
Jud. Admin . • Kochery 36 0 (0) II (30) 22 (61) 0 (0) 0 (0) 3 (8) 1.33 
Conlemp. lnlnat'I 
Law • Buergenlhal 28 2 (7) (7) 21 (75) 2 (7) I (3) 0 (0) 1.17 
Corp. Order •. Bazelon 13 I (8) (23) 4 (31) 0 (0) 0 (0) s (38) 1.62 
Law & Psych . • Carnahan 19 0 (0) (26) 10 (52) 3 (IS) 0 tO) le (5) I.I I 
Civil Oisb 
Civil Oisobed . - Katz 8 0 (0) 0 (0) s (62) 0 (0) 0 (0) 3 (37) 1.00 
Women & Law • Davidson IS 0 (0) 4 (26) .9 (60) 2 (13) 0 (0) 0 (0) 1.13 
Land Conserv. and 
Managml - Reis 21 I (4) 4 (19) 22 (57) 3 (14) 0 (0) I (4) 1.1,S 
Amer. Leg. His. - Gordon 29 0 (0) 6 (30) 11 (55) 3 (IS) 0 (0) 0 (0) I.I S 
Consumer Prol. - Girth I 6 I (6) s (3 1) 7 (43) 2 (12) 0 (0) 0 (0) 1.33 
Selected Prob. of 
Envir.. Reis 0 (0) (43) (43) 0 (0) 0 (0) (IS) I.SO 
Law & Soc. Chge. • 
Galante, 24 0 (0) 6 (25) 8 (33) 4 (16) 0 (0) 6 (25) I.I I 
Admin. Law - Gifford NO GRADES AS OF 17 FEBRUARY 72 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Land Trans.- Hamburger 
and Greiner NO GRADES AS OF 17 FEBRUARY 72 •••••••••11-••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Mun. Legis. - Kaplan · 14 0 (0) S (28) 8 (57) 0 (0) 0 (0) (7) 1.39 
Corr. Sem/Clin • Schwartz 22 0 (0) 3 (13) 18 (81) 0 (0) 0 (~) I.I I 
0 
School Law Seminar 
Newhouse/Rose.nberg I 6 0 (0) 4 (25) 9 (56) 0 (0) 3 (19) 0 (0) 1.30 
Govt. Lit. Clin. • Manak 33- I (J) 14 (42) 18 (54) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 1.49 
Legal Aid Clin. · Manak 39 0 (O) 14 · (36) 25 (64) 0 (0) 0 (O) 0 (0) 1.39 
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Distinguished Visitors Forum Environmental Law 
Legal Services for the Poor Society Forms 
The SBA Speakers Forum of 
February 16 hosted Ms. Marjorie 
Girth , speaking on "Providing 
Legal Services for the Poor." 
Ms. Girth , Professor of Law 
at SUNYAB, who is presently 
finish ing a manuscript on this 
topic, called for a discussion of 
lega l repres entation for ttie 
poor . 
After working in bankruptcy 
proceedings in New Jersey, Ms. 
Girth developed an awareness 
and inte res t in lega l aid 
programs. She has come to the 
co n c lu s i o n th a t ex istin g 
programs for services to the 
poor do no t do an adequate job 
and sugges ted that alternatives 
to the present system should be 
developed . 
Often , Ms. Girth pointed out , 
the quality o f legal services does 
no t mee t t he challenge of 
"equal pro tection" . An evolving 
psyc ho logy surro unding the 
"doling out" of free services has 
helped to limit charitable legal 
services. 
Legal reform was early called 
upon when the first public 
defender and OEO programs 
became swamped by case loads. 
Pointing out the , differences 
be tween public and private 
representation , Professor Girth 
noted that a conflict o f interest 
exists between public lawye rs 
and lawyers developing- a private 
pra c tice . Further , s he 
e mphas ized, advocates are 
chosen for the defendants ra ther 
than by them, and they are 
salariea rather than placed on a 
fee basis. 
One very unfortunate aspec t 
of this study is the discovery of 
dif fe r e n t p a tt er n s o f 
re prese n ta ti o n e me rging in 
different areas. 
An interesting twist comes 
from the observation that most 
reform effor ts have been used 
by the non-poor. · 
As a result of these fac tors, 
there have developed differing 
levels of activity , interest and 
accompli s hment ac ro ss .the 
country . Community reaction to 
cases handled by lawyers has 
h a d a de fin i t e e f fec t in 
diminishing the effectiveneSs o f 
some existing programs. 
The CEO-Neighborhood Legal 
Se rvices program as of 1971 
re main s o ne o f th e most 
v uln e ra bl e projects . Othe r 
projec ts modeled on this have 
found themselves thus becoming 
even more susceptible to attack. 
Ms. Girth m ade seve ral 
proposals fo r an effective and 
r es po ns ive legal ass is t an ce 
p rogram, including a unitary 
fund to supplement a lawyer's 
income fo r legal assistance work , 
as well as a grapevine system to 
channel f: lients to experts. 
by Robert Rodecker 
Last Friday, the S .B.A. approved the constitution o f an 
Environmental Law Socie ty. The purpose of this organiza tion will 
be to provide the students and the public with a continuing 
pr0gram of informat ion and services in the fields of environmental 
law and public interest problems. At the present time, six students 
are working on one case and it is expected that through their 
effort s and th rough other contacts a number of other p rojects will 
be available for those students who wish to take part in relevant 
and essent ia l activities. Through this organ ization , it will be possible 
for the students to provide the public with information and se rvices 
that heretofore were unavailable o r economically prohibitive , and at 
the same time the students will be able to gain knowledge and 
experience that until now was unavailable . 
It is hoped that through the interest shown for this type o f 
organiza tion , the faculty will be able to offer a clinic program next 
f'1111. In the past , it has been extremely difficult for most stude~ts 
to pursue an interest in this area to any meaningful degree. Wtth 
the limitations inherent in an understaffed and overworked faculty , 
a paucity of space , and only a mild interest displayed by· .the 
student body , it was only natural that our law school lagged · 
behind a number of schools in the country in providing a program 
of th is nature. Now , however, if enough interest is generated, there 
is a good possibility that a clinic program of this type would be in 
order . 
This will" only come about , however, if enough students show an 
interest this semeSter. At our initial, poorly-publicized meeting, at 
least twenty-five individuals showed up and expressed an interest in 
fo rming such a group . This week we will have a meeting for the 
election of offi cers and a discussion of future efforts. It is expected 
that in the future this organization will be able to serve as a 
clearing house for informat ion , a research group of public interest 
organiza tions that lack the expertise and facilities that abound at 
the law school, and that certain members of the society will be 
able to work on cases and projects that may ari se. If a clinic 
program were o ffered , students could be placed in the offices of 
Delaware Distri ct Councilman William B. Hoyt , County Attorney 
James Magavern , and o ther students could provide se rvices for such 
ci tizen's groups as CAUSE, Housewives to End Pollution , the Sie rra 
Club and o thers. In addit ion , senior students could handle litigation 
and nego tiations fo r these same groups and o thers. · 
Membership in the Environmental Law So.ciety is open to all law 
students and its success is dependent on individuaJ desires to work 
toward the Society's goals and objectives. A mee ting . for all­
inte res ted students is tentatively scheduled fo r Thursday, February 
24, 1972 . 
Wallin .Proposes New Law School Schedule 
A· new schedule for the I.aw School' has been 
proposed by Charles Wallin, I.aw School Registrar , for . 
consideration by the I.aw School Community . The 
· schedule, "'.hich would end the Fall semester before the 
Christmas holiday recess, is being proposed to eliminale 
many problems which result from the I.aw School being 
on a different schedule from that of the rest of the 
University. 
Following is the text of the proposal: 
TO: Faculty , Staff and Students 
FROM : C.H. Wallin, Registrar 
Attached is a proposal for a calendar for the 1972-73 
fall and spring semesters. 
The fall semester shows classes beginning on Monday , 
August 28, 1972 and ending on Friday , December 8, 
I972. The two-week period, December 11 to 22, IS for 
examinations. As shown, the schedule provides for five 
holidays. 
The spring semester would commence on Thursday, 
January I I , 1973 and end on Friday, April'27, I 973. The 
examination period would be April 30, 1973 to May 11 , 
1973. This spring semester provides for one holiday on 
February 19, _and a spring recess of one week beginning 
Sunday, March I8. . 
One reason for suggesting th.is calehdar change 1s to 
enable the Registrar to comply with the University 
deadline to submit grades to Admissions and Records. For 
the past semester, this deadline was Januar~ 20, an 
impossible date for the I.aw School, since our 
examination period ended on January IS. As a result, our 
grades cannot be recorded on the students records by the 
compuier, but must be recorded manually by our staff. 
This process is very time-consuming and also 1s sub1ect to 
clerical error. · 
Another reason for proposing a change is to allow us 
to complete our spring semest~r in t_ime to participate in 
the University Commencement exercises. 
Your comments and suggestions are requested. Please 
submit them to the Registrar or Mr. Greiner. · 
TENTATIVE CALENDAR 
SPRING SEMESTE~ 1972-73 • 
FALL SEMESTER 1972-73 
Classes begin 
class days 
Classes begin Number o r 
Thursday , Jan. l l-t 2 Monday , Aug. 28 - Sept. I 
Sept. 4 - Sept. 8 (Holiday 9/4) 15-19 
22-2611 -15 5 
29-Feb. 2t8-22 5 
February 5-9
,25-29 
l2- t6Oct. 2-6 
I 9-23 (Holiday 2/19) 9-13 (Holiday t0/9) 4 
26-Mar. 2t6-20 5 Mar. 5-9 23-27 (Holiday t0/23) 4 
t2- t630-Nov. 3 19-23 (Spring Recess)Nov. 6-10 26-30 13-t7 5 Apr. 2-620-24 (Holiday I t/23, 24) 3 9-1327-Dec. I 5 16-20 Dec. ~-8 5 23-27 
Classes end December 8 Classes end April 27 
Exams: December 11-15 Exams: April 30-May 4 
18-22 May 7-May t I 5 
TOT AL: 71 days classes TOTAL: 70 days classes 
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PLACEMENT 
Res Gestae University of Michigan 
Just imagine! the Law School at U of M manages to 
put out a placement directory for the use of prospective 
employers without blowing out its computer banks - and 
they do it every .year! Captain Marvel strikes again. This 
marvelous tome is sent to a mass of employers for their 
use in scheduling interviews during the course of the year 
- at the Law School! - for both summer and permanent 
jobs. The Directory includes considerable information 
about the students who wish to be listed therein - grades , 
honors if any, etc. Just think, boys and girls, if you are 
good and tie your shoelaces right (those of you who wear 
shoes) you too might ge t a placemen t office right he re at 
Eagle Street that does neat things like that - full time 
even . Like around 1990. 
CASTRATION IN CANADA 
Obiter Dicta Osgoode Hall , Toronto 
Actually , it was an organization which suffered the 
ultimate indignity: The Academic Relations Improvemen t 
Committee, a body similar to the FSRB at Eagle Street. 
Founded upon a st rong Faculty opposition to change in 
~lmost any form, a movement grew which succeeded in 
eliminating the power to at least recommend changes 
Birdshot 1Report 
(continued from page pne) 
- the repor t d tla ils the efforts of various 
student groups and the Civil Liberties Union to 
discover evidence of the shoot ings and involve 
Senators: Jacob Javits, and Charles Goodell , 
Governor Rockefe ller, the Buffalo Police, Mayor 
Sedita, Michael Dillon, Erie County DA, the NY 
S,tate Police, the FBI, the President 's Commission 
on Campus Unrest, and the US Justice Departmenl. 
- based on evidence-photos, medical report s, 
wounded students, and 78 eyewitness statements, 
all of which is analyzed in the report , the repor t 
tells the sto.ry of seven separate shooting incidents 
on the UB campus by uniformed Buffalo Police. 
- the resultant invest igations that followed this 
event are discussed in great detail . 
I) The City of Buffalo - the report demonstrates • 
that high police department officials not only tried 
to cover the matter up to mislead the public while 
. 
the Mayor washed his hands of tlie matter . 
2) The Erie County DA - although all the evidence 
was presented to the DA, no witnesses were 
interviewed and no real effort was made to discover 
the truth . The report concludes that the 
enforcement of Justice was on a partisan basis in the 
summer of 1970 with the DA prosecuting students 
with less evidence than he had in this case. 
3) New York State - although Governor 
Rockefeller personally promised an investigation·, 
the state police ,never fully investigated the matter. 
The state made minimum efforts Which were 
enough to cover itself if other agencies did more but 
not enough to fully investigate the affair. · 
4) The Federal Government - the report praised the 
federal go_vernment for the most in depth 
investigation but asserted that even the FBI did not 
make attempts to discover new witnesses making 
this investigation incomplete. The author states that 
while in Washington jn June, 1971 , he was told by 
by Michael Monlgomery 
from this already less than powerful organization - the JUDICIAL CLINIC PROGRAM 
beleaguered committee was further denied access to the 
Equilas New York ~aw S~hool resulis of professor and course evaluations previously put Clinic programs are not dead, or even quasi monbundbefore the students. The final crunch came when a code 
- they are merely thriving more readily at ·other law
of procedure for the presentation of gr!evances _to t~e 
schools . NYLS has a Judicial Assistance Bureau in which a
committee failed to pass by a resoundmg marg.m . Sic large number of students are spending at least 10 hours aTransit Paranoia. week as assistants, clerks, and general dog's bodies for .the 
Judges of the Criminal Courts of the city of New York . 
STUDENT TENURE PARTICIPATION If it can happen at New York Law School, why can't 
such a program flourish in Buffalo? 
NLGINQUIRY 
Canadian law school, students are going to be allowed to 
participate in the Faculty determination of which new 
For the first time in the history of this ancien t 
National Lawyer's Guild is under fii-e at NYLS from 
professors are sufficiently qualified to be granted tenure the Administration for saying nasty things in an open 
after their third year in Toronto. This kindly concession Jetter to the student body, which alleged widespread 
to the students, (who will have to put up with the­ cheating on exams ahd incompetence in the faculty. The 
instruction of those professors who are tenured for the Dean called in NLG leaders for an "infonnal interview" at 
rest o f their Jaw school career) is the culmination of a year which he tape recorded the entire conversation - a nice 
long struggle . The conflict was initiated last faU over riSing Orwellian touch to be envied by the Administration of 
student complaints about the inadequate taaching any school. The Dean refused to allow a reporter for 
abilities, alleged incompetence, and total indifference of EQUITAS to use a tape recorder in an interview at which 
students exhibited by a trio of new professors whose the reporter was trying to find out what was going on. 
academic future is presently on the line. It 
interesting to ·sec whether student discol)tent 
effect on the tenure committee with the new 
input. 
the Justice Department official in charge of the UB 
case, that it was believed, based on the statements, 
that the Buffalo Police shot students , despite this 
fact the Justice Department never made a full public 
report on this matter vital to the public. 
- the press and media were the slrength of the 
effort to expose the police but failed in their 
obligation to fully investigate and expose this 
matte r. The reporting of the events of May 7 were 
marred by poor reporting, reluctance to expose the 
police, and in one inci(Jent the printing of an 
outright lie , that the FBI, and cleared the Buffalo 
PoHce . This was never the case since only the Justice 
Department had the power and they never drew any 
public conclusions. All of this ienected an unholy 
alliance between the police and press. 
The conclusion of the report stressed that 
within the police department , Police Benevlant 
association obstructionism, police resentment, and 
command reluctance lo effectively investigate police 
abuse and misconduct have made the police 
deparlment impotent in purging ils own ranks. 
It is suggested that the federal and state 
governments have the power to oversee the Buffalo 
Police Force and that any type of civilian review 
could review this problem in Buffalo. 
Above all , in order to obtain positive results in 
these cases the public must be brought to realize 
that police misconduct exists and is not being dell 
with. The responsibility for informing the public of 
police misconduct rests on the media which is most 
reluctant to perform its role as watchdog of 
freedom. Until this situation changes there will be 
no equal protection under the law and as to 
unpopular groups a state of anarchy will exist. 
Also contained in the report are numerous 
photos of the night of May 7, I970, copies of 
medical reports on wounded students, and the 
correspondence of the District Attorney, the Justice 
Department and Govern·or Rockefeller. 
The report was compiled primarily through the 
efforts of students at the State University of New 
York at Buffalo School of Law. 
Copies of the report will be distributed to 
University of Buffalo students in the Monday, 
February 28, edition of The Spectrum. It will also 
be included in all of the mailed copies of The 
Opinion. 1 
For additional copies of the report , send 25 
cents to They Shoot Students, Room 2 I 4, Norton 
Hall , 3435 Main Street, Buffalo, New York 14215. 
(Checks should be made out to Sub Board I, Inc.) 
Any questions, comments, etc. should be addressed 
to the above address. 
will be The affair resulted in the revocation of the charters of 
has any both the NLG ·and the Republican Club (odd bedfellows if 
student ever there were.). Score another pail of milk for the 
Sacred Cows. 
Gene,e Tunis 
Two new Senior representatives were elected in recent 
elections to replace Senior representatives, John Blair and 
Tom Brett who resigned. The new representatives are 
Chuck Genese and Eliot Tunis. They will serve until the 
end . of the semester. Approximately one-third of the 
Semor Cla~ voted in the election. 
SBA(continued from page four) 
admissions in regard to the make-up of 
those accepted as Freshmaii for next year. 
Factors to consider were the present 
make-up of the application fonn , presently 
under revision, which offers little 
indi~ation abo~t the advisability for an 
applicant to submit additional information 
about himself and his accomplishments. In 
regard to student representation on joint 
committees, he stated that a FacuJty 
resolution has established that there shall 
be a minimum of two students on each 
such committee, the actual number to be 
left up the FSRB. The FSRB has failed to 
make such a detennination, and the 
number of student representatives is 
presently subject to the discretion of each 
joint committee. 
COMMUNICATION GAP . Professor 
Greiner suggested that there was a woefully 
inadequate flow of information between 
Eagle Street and the offices in Prudential. 
He hoped that this problem would be 
remedied through articles of joint iliterest 
to be .Printed in the Opinion and posted on 
bulletin Boards. Information he hoped to 
make available soon included an outline of 
the promotion and tenure procedures of 
the Faculty, and a delineation of both 
requirements for graduation and admission 
to the Bar. 
PROPOSED SCHEDULE. Comments on 
the proposed sche~ule for next year, 
presently posted on various bulletin 
boards, expressed the fear that the limited 
time between the end of classes and the 
pre-Christmas exams may prove a burden 
on neophyte Freshman unfamiliar with 
preparation for law school exams. 
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If you live or work in New York State 
here's something to smile about-~~~~@r.~ justlowered 
theratesoa 
low•cost Savings Baak 
Life Iasuraace 
For over 30 y.ears, people who live or work 
in.New: York State have enjoyed a very 
special advantage: the right to buy Ille 
Insurance at very low cost fro'm a Mutual 
Savings Bank. Hundreds of thousands ol 
· cost-conscious New Yorkers have exercised 
this right to the point where SBL I now has 
over $2.8 billion in force. But we ' re not 
resting on our laurels. 
Effective January 1, 1972, SBLI ha1 
reduced Ill r■lff atlll lurther on ■11 
pollcle1 . .. mak_lng low-coot S ■vlng1 
Bank Life Insurance an even better 
buy than ever before. 
Yes. while the price of almost everything 
we need has gone up, the rates for Savings 
Bank Life Insurance have come down 
HOW CAN SBLI 
REDUCE RATES IN TODAY'S 
ECONOMY? 
The most important reason is that our 
''over-the-counter' ' method of doinQ business 
is just plain economical. When you buy 
direct from a savings bank, you save. And 
the more you buy, the more you save. 
The new rates include special reductions 
on policies between $10,000 and $20.000, 
and even greater reductions from S20.000 
10530.000. 
n Please send me a tree copy 
of the new buyer's 9uide 
explaining SBLl's new low 
rates and other benefits. 
Here•, an example' of SBLl 'a new, low ratea 
This chart shows the significant reduction 
in rates tor a 
120,000 5 Ye■ r Renewable Term Pr■n . 
Age 0td Annual R■ tn Ntnw Annual A ■... 
20 - S 86.00 ~ -
25 89.00 59.00 
30 94.20 64.20 
35 106.00 76.00 
40 133.80 103.60 
45 11s.20 · 1,s.00 
50 253.20 223.20 
55 369.00 339 20 
SBLI is available in amounts from $1,000 . 
to $30,000 to people who live or work in 
New York State and lheir blood relatives. 
All policies pay dividends-, as earned, at 
lhe end ol lhe lirsl year, which can further 
reduce the cost of your insurance. 
SBLl 's 5 Year Term Plan is available up to 
age 60 and is renewable and convertible 
up to age 65. Other SBLI plans, Including 
Straight Life, 20 Year Endowment, and 
20 Payment Life are available up to age 70. 
THE NEXT STEP IS UP TO YOU 
If you live or work in New York State, end are 
thinking about buying more life insurance, we 
strongly urge you to consider low-cost SBU. 
A free copy ol SBL1'1 new buy■ r'1 guide, 
including rates for all ages, Is yours 
tor th~ ctskinQ Stop in at the bank. 
or call 856-2222 
------------------ - OPj 
IN.tmO------~~-- ------(OIHH Qr lntl I 
Adt11 es"'---------- ----- I 
I 
Ci I YI---------------- I 
I 
Stal •P•------ III undersland then:: 1s r,o 
obligation. Dale ol Birt"'-------.rhone,______
-s-~;it::~:---~--------w----e--9... _te______ __pn_., 
- Seneca at Union 
-Niagara Falls 
The Western New York Savings Bank 
I 
.,.,, 
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by Mike MontgomeryFor All You Pinochle Nuts 
·a lett·eQ ~Qom t1echtenste1n 
Despite all efforts of the traditional Liechtenstein , where the playe r has one 
educaltonal processes, there are certain ace, at least , up to the to tally valueless 
great values and truths in life which hand in which the player is elected to 
have waxed apparent to even the dullest the throne o f the Holy Roman Empire. 
minds at the end of one's final year at The Monty M 
Eagle Street. Matched only in the ove 
worsh.ip of 6 day old pasta fazool by Ano ther now-famous te rm whose 
the · Trobriand Islanders during the tortured bir th took place · in the 
dugong season (othe w·se k h basement o f Eagle Slreet, is the Monty 
r I nown as t e Move. Flexibility is the keynote of the 
manatee), Oscar Wilde would typify the 
latest e ternal gobbet of wisdom to Monty Move - it can be done by 
splatter a ll over th e world "the anybody at any time and in as many 
Importance of Playing Pinochle 
Pjnochle is the life blood of the Senior 
class, if not of the law school as a 
whole - this game played with a 
48:card deck, double ace , ten , king, 
que en ' j ac k , nine per suit - has 
provided a source of mental stimulation 
and intellectual challenge matched only 
by that o f staying awake du ring the 
Marino Bar Review course . 
The Liechtenstein 
The curious reader (a curious fe llow 
indeed if he has read this far in a 
morass of menial tripe) may well ask 
what connec tion there is between the 
no ble game and the Principality or 
Li echt e ns tein , famous primarily fo r 
s1amps, toothp icks, and fa lse teeth . In 
the course of playing, many 1erms of art 
have been developed to give one's 
partner a subtle hin t as 10 the relative 
merits of one·s hand (such as I've every 
ace in the deck'" or "who dealt this - ways as the sands of the desert. One 
mucous."). A Liechtenstein is the most characteristi c which is a constant is the 
p0werless and di st ressing hand possible, inh e re nt nit •wittedness o f the ploy . 
consisting of all 1he queens, jacks, and whatever it is. The perpetrator o( a 
nines in the three non-trump su it s - but Manly Move feels , upon discovery that 
no double jacks of diamonds- queens of he, too , has fallen prey to that dread 
spades. Liechtenste ins are o f I vary ing pattern o f play , as if someone had 
qu a lities, running from the lord of stuffed his head with_ a__mixture of silly 
· A giant 2' by 3' wall poster (as shown above) is here 
waiting for you. It feature~ the 1971-72 school year calendar 
with plenty of space to write down all your important even ts. 
It's our way of getting to know you . Stop in and say 
"hello"1111d pick up your free poster. 
Robert'N. Young "Bob" THE NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL LIFE INMLI 
197 Delaware Avenue INSURANCE COMPANY• MILWAUKEE 
856-0121 
putty and chicken fat. The second Guardsmen du.nng a weekend drill. The 
characte ri stic o f the Monty Move goes only example m recent memory occurred 
toward the results alternatively o f when the erring player threw down his 
unmiti ga te d disaster o r unwarranted ·1ast three cards, the ten , king, jack of 
success. Usually the resul t is about as trump, thinking that all the cards were 
popular as the perpelrator of the Monty h.is. His partner gazed at him with some 
Move as was the Inquisition with the curiosity. holding as he djd the ace , ten , 
Protestant Reformation. What the erring queen of trump in his own hand. 
so ul's partner thinks does not bear Oteating
telling. 
Anyone can manage to shufne the 
Examples cards so that the dealer ends up with at 
One of th e first Monty Moves least two aces. Real skill is involved 
occurred when one player bid high on when it comes to stacking the deck, 
what he thought was an ace in each suit where the basic theory is to deal one's 
and a run in spades, only to discover opponents hands which 3.re good enough 
when the crunch came that the crucial for them to bid high , but which will 
ace of spades was actually a club. end up trickJess if they lose the bid , or 
Int entio nal Mo nty Moves include set them if · they take it. Very simply 
a tt emptin g to use the queen of the idea is to give yourself as dealer a 
diamonds/jack o f spades for a pinochle, run in one suit -with doubles in ten , 
or instituting homophile marriages - two king, jack. The opponent on the left 
kings. A Monty Move which has fostered gets a bare ace in that suit , your partner 
many variations occurs when the erring gets a nine , and the opponent on the 
player and an opponenl have both right gets queen , nine. Dealer has four 
strong trump suits, and the playe r saves lose rs, but his partner has an ace for all 
his ace of trump just Jong enough so of them. While having only a bare ace , 
that his opponent can pick it off the the left player has lots o f meld and isn ' t 
wall. When the player has a very strong worried. The right player is confident, 
trump suit , indeed , a run with bo th aces' having two aces an lots of points in 
and 6 trump in all , the Monty Move meld. Actually, every card they lead will 
most common is for this person to play either lose to an ace o r be trumped , and 
o ut a ll hi s off suits so that his they will not take a tri ck. The hardest 
opponents can make their trump good . aspect of using lite stacked deck is 
Where one player has a point 'card and a finagling the other players into accepting 
valueless card in clubs and his partner cards which they do not remember being 
leads the ace of clubs, the proper Monty shuffled. It is possible to cut the cards 
Move would be to throw the loser on however, as long as it is done in 
your partn e r 's ace so that your multiples of 12. Nata Bene. Do no t play 
opponents can take away your point with a stacked deck in a bar , or when 
card . · playing for money . If you try such a 
Manly Moves with fortuitous results stunt you will probably need some false 
:1rP. 11hout as rare as sober National teeth from Liechlenstei_~: ,. 
1
A newsilentpartner inthefirm. ., ."' 
Thecompacl computer system de­ Barrister/300 e~ploys a small, 
signed specifica lly for the needs of powerful central computer right in
The law office, Ba rrlsler/300 provtdes your own office which is used simul• 
au loma te d accoun1ing and manage­ laneously by typing and accounting
ment info rmation reporting as well slations. Ea~h station Is independent 
as fast, efTlcienl prepa ration of typed of the o ther and up to len can be 
mate rial. used. Now all your Information, 
Barrlster/ 300 is lhe pa rtner In whelher it 's forms, documentt, critical 
your ftrm Iha! can do as much as you time-slip data or disbursements lnfor­
wan! II lo do, when you wan I ii done. ma tior,. can be slored in one place, 
correcled and played back In an 
lnslan r. 
You've a lways wanted lhe bene­
fits of a compute r system but thoughf 
you had to se llle for a room full or 
machinery and programmers. Ba rrls­
le r/ 300 requires no special installa ­
tion or wiring. II can be opera led by 
your secretaries trained In your o ffice. 
Barrister/JOO. Your new silent 
pa rtner. We dellgned it for the law 
oft.re. 
Barrister 300. 
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Ask the Clam 
Dear Clam, 
Three months ago I g~ve up smoking. I managed to 
get through all the early stages of withdrawal and even 
avoided the cancer sticks during examinations. During the 
wait for the grade results. however. I broke down and I 
am now hooked worse than ever. Qo you think I have 




You certainly have! Withholding ofgrades is one of 
the most heinious crimes in our society. I would suggest 
refe"ing the appropriate parties to the District Attorney. 
/11 the meantime, don't let the guilty one, off. Go to their 
offices every day and complain. Don't give them one 
minute of peace. This will be sure to make them very 
tense, and when it does, offer them a cigarette. 
Dear Clam, 
A friend and I were having an argument over a legal 
point. I said that manufacturers of food products had to 
list all ingredients and he said that there were some 
exceptions. He then proved his point by giving me a 
pastry item from the vending i:nachine which had a strange 
type of raisin in it. When I looked on the label, sure 
enough, it wasn't listed. Is he correct or wa.s this just an 
oversight? 
Hungry 
A Playhouse in Hesse 
Buy a ticke t to a playhouse modem slayhouse for the mind 
solll beguiling or deriding golem ushers bu111p an,d grind 
Laisse-moi voir the abbattoir the ruptured dreams and twisted hopes 
Steppenwolf forgot the lantern - audieQce benighted gropes. 
Locke and Berkeley glower darkly empiricism reason 
David Hume sa id gather doom and ruled them out of season 
Silvered hair and lack of care the fate of growing old · 
Friends once dear all disappear with ever shoulder cold 
Parents stare at longer hair and ostracize the young 
~veryor.e's intolerant and everyone gets stung · 
Wish J was back on the beach within the reach ~ilks.t~ong arms 
Better beach than stumbling staring uniformed m Asian farms 
Watch the waves go roaring madly smashing down the sandy shore 
Watch the clouds go darkling shredding lofty harbinger~ of war . 
Lightning glowed then sound exploded thunder .sundering _the night 
Wall surrounded life impounded erect protect dissect the hght 
Read the ticket madmen only entrance fee the human mind 
Harry Hailer's magic playhouse for the self~innicted blind. 
by Mike Montgomery 
Leader 
Main -Place Pharmacy 
Main Place Mall 
Phone 852-1967 
Weekly Sale Starts Every Wed . 
Walch for our Leader 
Ad· In the Buffalo 
Evening News 
Dear Hungry, 
Don't eat that raisin. Your friend is right. Food 
manufacturers are only required to list ingredients in the 
product at the time of packing. Any that grow later go 
scotfl'ee. 
Dear Clam, 
1 am a graduating Senior and am trying to liquidate 
my assets in preparation for moving. My problem is that I 
have a huge Property text from my Freshman year that I 
can't afford to take with me and I haven' t had any luck 
disposing of. What can I do? 
Burdoned 
Dear Burdoned, 
You are quite fortunate. The market for the text you 
mentioned has, within recent months, taken an upturn. It 
is in high demand by farmers who are returning to organic 
farming because of the high amounts of organic waste 
materials contained within it. I would suggest a leakproof 
bag for tronsporting it as it probably has already begun to 
deteriorate. · 
QUESTIONS FOR THE CLAM MAY BE LEFT AT 
SHIRLEY'S OFFICE OR ASKED DIRECTLY OF THE 
CLAM IN THE LOUNGE. THE CLAM KNOWS Aili! 
Crossword No. 6 
ACROSS 
I. Home State of 20 across 
5. Rich Person 
10. Liberal • 
14 . Punta Del ----­
IS. Hole ---
16 . Cooper heroine 
17 . NYC landmark 
18. Certain auths. 
19. Wind up. 
20 Father of a statesman 
23. Falconry term 
24. French staple 
25. Hale 
28. --- Marie 
33 . One or the 12 tribes 
34 . Hol 
35 . ..Qwns 
36. Rise 
37, Type of plug 
38. Ale houses 
39. Mary or Barbara fo llower 
40. Fann equipment man 
41. Small boat 
42. French stars . 
44 Friend or 47 across . 
. ~ wW 
45. Standoff 
46 ___ story (write) 
47 . Eminent jurist 
· 5S. This one's ---
56. Claw 
57. Event 
58. Yesterday (Fr.) 
59. Uneven 
60. ___ chance (never) 
61. Evening item on TV 
62. Come in 
63 . Poul 
DOWN 
I. Enlace 
2. Tennis star 
3. British 'gun 
4. Bounty Hunter, ie . 
5. Vitamin 
6. Account 
7. Idiot (slang) 
8. --- account 
9. ___ by lightning 
10. Jostle 
II . Ancient symbol 
12. Math course . 
13. Bargain 
21. 1972, ie. 
22. Lis 
25 . Of the nose 
27. U.N. name 
28. Boxes 
29. British river 
30. Snubs 
31. No•no 
32. Gennan city 
34. Graf___ 
37 . Draftee 
38. Chinese heroes 
40. 503 
41. N.L. city . 
43 . Sea mammals 
44. Sucker 
46. Literary fonn 
47." Alden 




52. Sufficient (var) _ 
53. Minor League (abbr.) 
54. Rot 
- In Ibo _, ecll- or 711• OpiftiOft 
AU R/ptr R••r-..d 
February 24, 1912THE ' OPINION 
BullETiN BoARd 
FACULTY LEAVES OF ABSENCE 
Professor Goldstein will be on leave this semester in 
order to practice in a firm in New York City. He will also 
be away next year as a visiting Professor al Stanford Law 
School in Califo(Jlia. 
Profess0rs Joyce and Laufer will be on Sabbatical this 
semester. 
Pending final approval , Professor Donegan will be on 
leave next year to work toward his Docto ral Degree at 
Columbia Law School. 
INTERNATIONAL LAW CLUB 
On Wednesday, February 9, the newly · formed 
lnternationaJ Law Club elected officers .ind board 
members. The officers are: George Riedel, President ; Ted 
Orlin, Vice President , Jean Hellman , Secretary; and Larry 
Loveday , Treasurer. The five board members, whose 
function is to act as a steering committee for the club, 
are: Mark Finklestein , William Buscaglia, Christopher Dix , 
Gary Difilippo and John Dick. 
Other business included a discussion of possible 
speakers for the Spring Semester, Summer School Abroad 
Programs, and future events were planned. 
All members who have~not paid their $2.00 dues are 
. reminded to do so immedia tely. Dues can be paid to Larry 
Loveday or George Riedel . ' 
I.D. CARDS 
For those students who wish to attend films on the 
Main Campus for which an admission is charged , a 
validated 1.0. card is necessary. They may be validated 
at Foster Hall (basement) on the Main Campus 
Tuesdays from 8:30 to 11 :30 a.m. and ott Fiidays from 
noon to 3:00 p.m. 
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSIGNMENTS 
TO: Faculty , Staff, apd Students 
FROM: R.D. Schwartz 
officer to the Associa te Provost. 
Miss Audrey Koscielniak continues as office manager 
and supervisor of secre taries. Questions regarding supplies 
and equipment , space a ll ocation and building 
maintenance, and secretarial assignmen ts should be 
addressed first to her. She will reporl to the Associate 
Provost on these matters. 
Mr. Thomas Hurley will be assigned by the University 
Office of Placement to be our placement officer, 
parHime. He will be avaHable to us two days per week 
and will take over Pat Taylor's tasks in this area. 
Professor Dannye Holley continues as Chairman of 
the Minority Students Committee, assisted by Mr. William 
Hamilton. 
Professor Wenger , our law librarian , is in charge of 
operations in the law lib rary . 
MAIN CAMPUS FILMS 
A c,11elully :U1lcc1etJ µiuyram ul intema1ionat Films many o f wn1ch ha~e not 
:>layed Bu!lalu pnOI w th ts, HnJ 01heu w!Jich were here too sh1.11 to time. When 
cwu film~ are run 1n um: weekentJ we will run them on alternate days. FOf 
n,11111ce, Thm•cl;.ys film is 5hown again Saturday, Frltloys film 1s repeaied un 
Sunclay . Tn,~" rtone 10 ln~rne that hoth films will have rna1!11etis aod 1ha1 each 
=an bi: scre11n ed the s11me ;,muunt of times. 
Chrck the Con fuic11c11 Thea1er shJwcase lor t imes o l screenings, ar:d µurchase 
ockets ar 1h11 Nor ton Hall Ticke t Office. The weekend film s11fies lor legal 
·eamn~ 15 open ontv 10 mc1nbers o f the Univershy communi1y. Admission is 
~hargutJ. All U1h1•1 s1mes a,u upi:n tu lh tl publir. and h ee 
MONDAYS, A FCJCUS ON 
THE JAPANE!-~E CINEMA 
.a,,. ,nu:r., 111 10 1m:~1:r,1 11 w, tlc ~e1cc11on of Jap.tnese Cinema recen1ly being 
'flade ay;olat,le ..s .vell .is st.,111'! ol rhe ln1erna1ional clMS•C\ which Japanese film 
maki:r~ have cre.,teU Film\ by Kurosawa, Mizuguchl, O~hima, Ozu, and 01hen 
: reate an •!l<Ci:llnn1 chance lu r Amt:r1can audience~ 10 develop new l;nies and 
.111dc1s1antJ,n11 uf an 111crcdibly c1ea11ve Mm style. FfL'1ll 
TUESDAYS, A RETROSPECTIVE ON THE 
AMERICAN FILM , MYTHS & ICONS 
T1.1 c1119 the devP.lupmenl o f film literacy in the Amer Icon cinema, with 1he 
r: rc.itio n of hP.rc>rs, tho dev11lo1>men1 of genre, and the film as a social art ifact. 
From PUBLIC ENEYY to BONNIE & CLYDE in 14 ncps . Capen 140 3&8 PM 
FREE• 
THURSDAY NIGHT AT THE MOVIES 
A11y \Cll<:i w,lh SU O!l!Jllllll a !Ille as rh is can' I ht' all blld . This semener ii 
includPs 1he IMI fiv e !!ties 11nm our Horror /Science Fiction series ol last fall . five 
llJn'i, .vh,1:n t.u 1111..ulu w11h 1he Tuesd.1y American FIim Serhn, and four films by 
th;t! " Mam:r u l Su~licnsc" a~ T,V. calls him: Alfred Hitchcock. Also Included are 
shu,ts. c11rtooru, a11d ,1 14 ct111pter '' FLASH GORDON'' serial presented Weekly . 
C~11en 140 lu11 SPELL8OUNO l7 &9 PM FREEi Somo ntghu wo may run late so 
II yuur w1111 ir1g bu u,,1ic•11 . fSPEL.LBOUND, Apr 20 is in Oief. 147) 
The UUAB film Co111 •ni11ee is e11uemely proud o f 1hi1 1emes1er's film 
pro!Jrillll and wl! p,uum1 it w you, with 1he 011:prou hopa 1hat you have been 
cfler.t1veJy r11p1cs11111cd. 
Feb 28 BAKAMATSU conf, theater free 
Japan 1970 color/scope 120 min 3;00 &8:00 p 
Klnnosuke Nakamura, Tauuya Nakidai, Toshiro Mlfune 
Oirectttd by DAI SU KE ITO . 
Act ion fltm of a samurai clan v1. a new bourgeo1Jn in 19th Centur'\ 
Japan. 
Feb 29 SHADOW OF A DOUBT capen 140 free 
U.S. 1943 b&w 108 min 3 :00 &8:00 
Tueasa Wright, Joseph Cotten, MacDonald Carey 
Directed by ALFRED HITCHCOCK 
For ties Americana which is intertwined wilh the homocidal story of th 
Merry Widow murderer, 
Mar 2 NOTORIOUS capen 140 free 
U.S. 1946, b&w 102 min7 :00 & 9 :00 
Cary Grant, Ingrid Bergman, Claude Raini 
Directed by ALFRED HITCHCOCK 
An espionage tale of the highest c.llber, set in WW2 South America. 
This film contains some of Hitchcock'• best su,pense sequences, ■ nd 11 
unfor1111table culman■ tion . 
",, . In my opinion, NOTORIOUS is lhe very quinleueoce o 
Hi1chcock ... ", Francoi1 Truffaut • 
Mar 2 MAD DOGS AND ENGLISHMEN conf. theater 
Kim. chg. U.S, 1971 color/4·trk . stereo 114 mi 
Joe Cocker, Leon Runel, Rit ■ Coolidge, lnt ern ■ tional Boner Queen 
Claudie Linnear, Chris Stainton. J im Gordon 
OirecMd by PIERRE ADIGE 
More or less ■ visual album, this film hes no o ther content than thi 
music. That ' s actually enough wtten the ·music 11 coming from 
monstrous a band es Med Dogs. lttekes 114 minutes to see all of them 
Leon Runetl plays lhe devil. In four track STEREO! 
Mar 3 SOUL TO SOUL cont . thHter adm. chg 
Africa 1971 color/4 trk. stereo 96 min 
Wil10n Pickett, Ike & Tin ■ Tomer, S.n t■n■, Robena Fleck, Les McCln 
& Eddie Harris, The Staple Singers, Voices of Ent Harlem. 
Dlr«twl by DENNIS SANDERS 
With arms outstretched! 
Some of Americ.'s best black mustciens attempt some cultural uch 
with bl ■ck people in . Ghana on that country's 14th enniveriary o 
independence. M■ vls Staples and Wilson Pickett stand out es monsten 
but the enti re mow 11 beautiful. Nice ■nd loud in four track stereo. 
Mar4 MAD DOGS & ENGLISHMEN 
Mar6 SOUL TO SOUL 
I Mare LIVE TODAY, DIE TOMORROW COnt. theatir 
frn Japen 1971 b&w/scope 120 min 3:00 &8 :00 pm 
Dal/lro H1rtd1, Nobuko Otewa, Klwko Telchi 
Dlrectwl by KANETO SHINDO 
Crime dreme set in modlin dly Japan. This fllm won the F irst Prize It 
1971 Moscow FIim Festlval. 
They shoot students -
About The Author 
Richard J. Rosche is an attorney with the Center of Justice Through Law and is an active member of 
the Niagara Frontier Chapter of the New York Civil Liberties Union. He is a graduate of SUNYAB Law 
School and was active in the Concerned Law Students, the group that organized the investigation which is 
the subject matter of this report. . 
I. Introduction : 
On the evening of May 7, 1!,!70, several 
hundred riot equipped and experienced officers of 
.the Buffalo Police Department confronted 
students on the State University of New York at 
Buffalo campus in what was to be the most 
frightening and violent of all the disorders on that" 
campus. The students were thrown into these 
intense confrontations by American . military 
incursions into Cambodia and the gruesome 
slayings at Kent and Jackson State. 
' ' Policemen, without authority or right, fired 
shotguns · haphazardly into · dazed crowds of 
students wounding several parties. The police 
struck in fast moving vehicles reminiscent of the 
· guerilla strikes used in the very war the students 
were protesting. Then, as if these terror tactics 
were only the preliminaries, a massive police force 
swept the campus clearing buildings and injuring 
countless students in its path. 
In the wake of this police violence a grass 
roots investigation was launched to 'discover the 
facts and gain justice. Several professors, the 
Niagara Frontier Chapter of the New York Civil 
Liberties Union, the Student Association, and the 
Concerned Law Students for Peace began taking 
eyewitness statements immediately after the 
event. These statements, from over 70 unrelated 
individuals, formed the nucleus of what was 
tu rried into an investigation of extensive 
proportions involving agencies from tHe local to 
the federal level. 
This event, the shooting of unarmed citizens, 
by police and the fruitless efforts to bring them to 
justice are the topic of this report. It is presented 
because it has brought forth several significant 
conclusions about the relationship between 
. unpopular causes and the "Establishment" of 
local government. 
The most obvious fact is that when local 
police are accused of misconduct all higher 
civilian officials, police and prosecutorial agencies 
are most reluctant to investigate or prosecute. 
Coupled with the fact that fellow police officers 
will conceal most police misconduct, it is very 
difficult for a victim of police misconduct to 
obtain justice. . 
Perhaps the gravest revelation of this 
investigation is that the public is most reluctant to 
believe, let alone· urge prosecution, on matters of 
police misconduct. Thus, in order to obtain public 
support, concerned parties must turn to the mass 
media to develop in the public, an awareness of 
the reality of police misconduct and the dangers it 
presents to a free democracy. 
The press, however, is equally reluctant to 
expose police misconduct. It took masses of 
evidence and publicity stunts to get this incident 
printed and broadcast. Even with masses of 
evidence, most of the media did little more than 
report the story from both sides of the issue. 
Although this is commendable, the media has a 
greater obligation when presented with strong 
evidence of police misconduct. As with other 
official misconduct, the media should investigate 
and press for full investigations and revelations of 
findings. Only one newspaper, the~ Buffalo 
Evening News, had the courage to partially do this 
and their efforts were marred by very poor 
reporting and distortions of the reports on the 
affair. 
Even this minimal effort was ineffective for 
as soon as the newness of the story· died down, 
th~ press ignored the matter leaving the public in 
ignorance. The media in effect was condoning by 
acquiescence the police misconduct. 
The effects of this indifference in the public 
and on all levels of government give the police a 
blank check in dealing with unpopular causes. 
Political and social movements, varying f.rom the 
norm, face repression and extinction. This is why 
this story is · important; it is a microcosm of the 
conflict between forces of change and those of 
governmen't on all levels. 
Above all, this report is aimed at offering 
both a critical view of . the problem and some 
suggestion on ways to start alleviating the 
underlying causes of official misconduct. It was 
written under the belief that it would contribute 
to the 'ultimate solution ·~ Equal Justice for All. 
11. Organization: 
The facts speak for themselves. This is the 
basic premise· of this report. Therefore e·xtensive 
efforts have been made to present as many 
supporting documents and pictures as possible . 
These documents and pictures were obtained 
from a variety of sources, and originals were not 
always received. Therefore if the reader wishes to 
discover the original he must proceed to the 
source of the document. These documents, 
p ictu~es and copies of statements of . the 
eyewitnesses are on file with the Erie Cou~ty 
Public Library main branch. 
The body of the report proceeds in logical 
order. The first section deals with the informal 
parties in order that the reader be familiar with 
the parties who initiated the investigation. Next 
the evidence collected, which •is the basis of the 
report is di~ussed. The most crucial part of the 
report, the description of the events of May 7 is 
developed after the section on the evidence. 
The second part of the report deals with the 
official parties infolved in the investigation. This 
· part is essential to an understanding of the official 
and public response to the shootings. 
Ill. The beginning: 
Several parties connected with the University 
community became interested in charges that 
were circulating on May 8, 1970 about police 
shooting students. These parties without any 
central organization began to collect eyewitness 
accounts almost immediately. The purposes 
behind these collections varied but most parties 
collected statements to document the event for 
some future use or to aid in presenting what they 
considered to be an accurate picture of what had 
happened. From these meager beginnings an 
investigation grew through the summer of 1970 
and involved even the U.S. Department of Justice. 
Initially, the Student Association, Niagara 
Frontier Chapter of the New York Civil Liberties 
· Union, the University Advocates Office (now 
defunct), several professors and the Concerned 
Law Students for Peace all accepted statements 
but no central purpose or goal was established.. 
The scenario for the conduct of the · 
investigation did not coalesce until mid May 1970 
w~en the law students, including this writer, 
began to bring together all the statements and 
evidence. A two pronged approach was decided 
on, involving a continuing effort to accumulate 
evidence while attempting to bring prosecutor and 
police agencies into the investigation. 
The Civil Liberties Union initiated offi~lal 
involvement when on May 13, 1970, it presented 
18 signed statements attesting to the shootings to 
the Buffalo branch of the F.B.1. 1 The f'jew York 
Civil Liberties Uoiori participation continued until 
May 10, 1971, when it co-sponsored with the 
Concerned Law Students for Peace a press 
conference on the incident.' The New York Civil 
Liberties Union during the summer of 1970 aided 
in contacting the President's · Commission on 
Campus Unrest, and Senator Javits (R-N.Y.). Its 
offices and staff were always available to the 
investigation. 
The State University of New York at Buffalo 
became involved in various manners. Principally, 
Acting President Peter Regan and later President 
Robert Ketter made requests for police 
investigations and reports.' Additionally, through 
the good graces of the Advocate, Professor Robert 
Fleming, and his assistants, Norman Effman and 
Ronald Stein, the law students were _supplied with 
a photocopy machine, an office and photographs. 
Their personal assistance was instrumental in any 
accomplishments. The medical department 
1. Buffalo Courl11r Expnm Mav 16, 1970, "F .8 .1. Giv~ U.B. 
Evidence; Regen Urges Shotgun Probe." 
2. Buffalo Courier Elfpi'fllS, May 11, 1971 , "Felicetta Doesn 't 
Have F.8 .1. Report, He Says," p . 24. 
3. Buff•lo El/ftlllng Nt1ws , May 15, 1970, " Regan Asks Full Probe 
on Reports Police Fired Shotguns II!- Students." 
Copies of the 78 eyewitness accounts of the May 7 shootings are available at the Erie Coun1ty Public 
Library, Downtown Branch in the rare book section. 
Additional copies of this report are available for $ .25 each by mailing your request to: 
They Shoot Students 
Room 214 
Norton Hall 
3435 Main Street 
Buffalo, New York 14214 
Make checks payable to Sub Board I, Inc. 
Comment,, in Wf!ting, would be welcome 1t the above address. 
Page one 
provided reports on May 7 ,• and the Student 
Association provided other support. 
The Concerned Law Students for Peace of 
SUNYAB Law School was formed after the 
United States invasion of Cambodia 1970. A 
committee of the Concerned Law Students for 
Peace headed by this writer participated in the 
investigation eventually becoming the spearhead 
of the effort which ended in a press conference of 
May 10, 1971 . 
Several groups including College A, the 
Advocate, the Student Association, the New York 
Civil Liberties Union, gathered statements and 
evidence in the two we'eks after May 7 . The 
Concerned Law Students for Peace aided in this 
effort and after May assumed the bulk of the 
burden. All the contacts made with the press and 
any police or prosec,uting agency were made by 
the Concerned Law Students for Peace and the 
New York Civil Liberties Union. All information 
and ev idence concern ing the incident itself, 
gath ered after May was done by the Concerned 
Law Students for Peace. 
The result of th is was that the only 
organized effort behind the informal investigation 
was that of the Concerned Law Students. 
At this ·juncture the Concerned Law 
Students for Peace must be discussed to fully 
reveal the makeup of the people behind this 
investigation. Tlie Concerned Law Students for 
Peace established a committee of five students to 
investigate the matter. 
Two of these five had no connections to any 
of the student disorders. The remaining three 
were involved in 'student protest and were 
sympathetic to student points of view. However, 
none of these people were present the night of 
May 7, 1970, on the SUNYAB campus which 
enabled them to be detached in their treatment of 
the matter. Additionally, all of these students had 
been trained as observers for police-public 
confrontations. Their training emphasized the 
need to be objective.in any observation or analysis 
of police or citizen activities. · 
Based on these standards he students made 
every effort to objectively investigate and piece 
together the story of May 7, 1970. Their basic 
motive was to see justice done and future 
. incidents of this nature avoided. 
IV . The evidence 
It is incumbent upon a writer before the 
description of the events is presented, to present a 
detailed accounting not only of the evidence upon 
which the story and conclusions are based, but 
also a description and analysis of the methods of 
collection and identification of the key 
participants. The analysis of the evidence is 
important since the 78 eyewitness statements are 
of varying degrees of accuracy and reliability. 
The evidence was accumulated .from May to 
mid-July. The 78 statements were gathered by an 
intensive campaign by students, the Advocates 
Office, the New York Civil Liberties Union and 
Concerned Law Students for Peace urging 
witnesses to come fo rward . This was 
accomplished by personal persuasion, and 
publicity in the campus media . The medical 
: reports were gathered via the Advocates Office. 
The physical evidence such as shells, pellets 
wadding and photos was accumulated as a result 
of the publicity campaign mentioned abovEi or the 
initiative of individual witnesses. 
A · packet which contained all of the 
aforementioned evidence that could be 
photostated, the photos, ' all correspondence of 
the investigation, and news accounts was prepared 
early in May. Eventually 25 of these packets were 
prepared and delivered to all possible 
investigatory agencies, the press, several 
congressmen and senators and other interested 
4. SN HNlth Report. 
5.SNphot0I. 
parties. Since .the packets were not completed 
until mid-July, updating supplementary packets 
were periodically sent out. The result was that all 
parties were kept updated on the progress of the 
investigation. 
The participation of various official parties 
was accomplished by presenting them with the 
information and requesting an investigation. 
the reports. Critics believed the whole event was 
fabricated. 
There are several factors that indicate 
that while some people could have concocted a 
story, most of the deponents gave ind·ependent 
reports. It is impossible for 78 unrelated 
individuals to come together to fabricate such a 
plot. Also each person who took the statements 
Needless to say, law students do not carry great 
political weight so whenever possible the media 
was used to apply additional pressure to those 
agencies. 
The c'o 11 ected statements are, of an 
unprofessional nature a~d at times. leave 9ut 
important details su~~ as time, and what preceded 
the described event. 1-jowever, there are a number 
of high quality statements: These statements and 
the essential facts provided in most other 
statements fo,rmed a solid basis on which the 
events of May 7 could be accurately 
reconstructed . 
Suprisingly, the essential facts were 
accurately described by most witnesses. It was felt 
essential that the time, place, identity of 
participants and the use of "birdshot" be 
established by reasonable methods. Time was 
generally approximated by the witnesses with 
some individuals being most accurate due to 
checking clocks the moment an- incident 
happened. Thus in most cases, the statements 
were specific enough to establish the time ot' the 
described event. 
The identity of the participants, particularly 
those who used shotguns, was accurate to the 
point at which witnesses agreed that men in police 
uniforms and , riot gear did the shooting. 
Identification of vehicles used by the gunners was 
also accurate to identification of type of vehicle -
white station wagon, and special markings, traffic 
division shield, "Buffalo Police," "911" and the 
red bubble top . However, no personal 
identification of the individuals or the license 
plate numbers was had. It is easy to believe that 
individuals would be almost impossible to identify 
since they wore gas masks and riot gear but it is 
difficult to understand why no license plate 
numbers were taken. The only explanation is that 
people did not think of it and were too afraid for 
their I ives to worry about it. 
Accura~y is almost secondary to the 
credibility of the deporients. Throughout the 
i rivestigation critics have asserted that the 
statements, since they were made essentially by 
University related personnel, could not be relied 
on. I mpl!cit jn this assertion is an attack on the 
credibility of the students and faculty who· made 
cross-examined the deponent to assure his 
accuracy, and reliability . No reports were received 
that even hinted at fabrication. 
Some time and facts vary, for example, one 
student asserted a black police car did the 
shootings while all other statements describe a 
white poliFe vehicle. These and other' variances 
would not have been present if an attempt was 
made to fabricate . The most apparent proof of 
reliability is the medical evidence of wounds 
inflicted by pellets.• It is stretching the 
imagination to asser students would inflict these 
wounds on themselves to discredit the police. 
The use of "birdshot" by the police was 
established by various methods.. Initially the 
investigators were faced with explicit denials by 
Commissioner Fellicetta who. said : 
'Subsequent reports on activities of all commanding 
officers at the scene were thoroughly studied and no police 
activity on the campus even suggests that such 8-thing had 
occurred. ~hotgun pellets ammunition was not used or 
possBSSed by any Buffalo Police Officer assigned there.•~ 
and by Commissioner Blair who added : 
"Absolutely no Buffalo Policemen were carrying shotguns. 
I saw.no law enforcement officer carrying anything but gas 
grenade launchers. ,,e 
It was discovered by UPI correspondent Pat 
Slauthery and this writer that the weapons used 
to launch gas on the campus were 12 gauge 
shotguns with easily detachable adapters.• This 
was confirmed by employees of The Buffalo Gun 
Shop who sold the weapons to the Buffalo Police. 
Despite these denials of the use of shotgun 
ammo, two associate University Advocates, 
Ronald . Stein and Norman Effman signed 
statements that said: 
"On the evening of May 7, 1970, between 9:45 and 10:30 
while listening to the Buffalo Police ol/flf a police radio in 
our possession, we heard a request from a policeman on 
duty in the University area for buckshot. This request was 
6. See page 3, columns 1 and 2. 
7. Buffalo Evening Newi, Mav 15, 1970, "Regan Asks Full Probe 
on Reports Pollce Fired Shotguns at Students." '1 
B. UPI , June 4, 1970, "Evidence In Survey Ties Police tci U.8 . 
Campus Gu nflre." 
9. Ibid. 
made from th(! policeman to the dispatcher. Further the 
~equest as~ed that the cartridges be delivered to, the 
; Main Street .and Niagara Falls 
0
r;::;;:.',?t'oof 
T_hat same night, Mr. Louis Starr heard the police 
dispatcher order' a ll units to cease fire by order of 
the deputy commissioner. That part of the 
response that was heard conta ined the word 
"birdshot". ' 1 
I~ must be noted that even if birdshot ammo 
or shotgu ns were not issued officially it would not 
preclude individual officers from using their 
personal supply and weapons. 
Witnesses describing the events were able to 
identify the use of live ammun ition a.s opposed to 
blanks or gas canisters by numerous methods. 
Most individuals stated they had become 
accustomed to the dull thump of a gas grenade 
being launched. This they contrasted with a much 
louder bang that came from the guns during the 
shootings.' 2 Reinforcing this audib le 
identification was visual evidence, barrels that had 
no canister or attachment on the end of the 
barrel. Most individuals also heard a whizzing 
noise go over their heads,' 3 were hit with metal 
pellets, recovered metal pell ets, saw glass or stone 
splatter' 4 or saw ind ividuals hit and bleeding' 5 • 
The most reliable identification came from 
hunters or veterans all of whom e~plicitly 
identified the use of birdshot and the direction of 
the shot. ' 6 
Spem 12 guage shells-Remmington and 
Webster super Mark 5-birdshot were discovered 
around Norton and Foster Halls on May 8 by 
Messrs. R. Silverstein and S. Lazoritz'' who 
PIC A: This photo was taken about midnight May 7, 1970, 
of an individual who claimed to have been wounded by 
police fire (birdshot). The individual was treated in Norton 
Union at a temporary medical aid station but could not be 
identified. 
presented them to the F.8.1. These shells were 
tested in March of 1971 by the F.8.1. against the 
108 shotguns in the Buffalo Police Arsenal. It was 
determined that those shells were not fired by 
those official shotguns. 1 ' It remains open, 
however, that private weapons were used or that 
other shells were used in the police weapons. 
Shotgun wadding with pellet imprints on it 
was found by two students near Norton Union.' ' 
Numerous metal pellets were presented to this 
10. Statements by Norman Effman and Ronald Stein , number 69 . 
11 . Statement by Louis Starr, number 50. • 
12. Statement numbers 8, 21 and 37. 
13. Statement numbers 9, 11 and 32. 
14. Statement number 48. 
15. Statement.numbers 16 and 26A. 
16. Statement num~~rs 25 , 74 and 78. 
17. Statement number 43. 
18. Buffalo E11t1ning News, May 11, 1971, "Justice Department 
Aide Says F,B .I. Tested Pol Ice Guns," p . 1. 
19. Statement number 5 . 
writer and then transferred to the F.B.I., having 
been recovered immediately after the shootings 
from Norton Hall by several witnesses. ' 0 The 
windows above the Tower entrance to Norton 
Union' 1 were perforated with pellets which were 
removed and sent to the F .8.1. 
The most disturbing evidence of a shotgun 
assault were the people wounded.' ' Several 
individuals who signed statements reported they 
were hit with pellets. ' 3 Nine individuals of the 
group received wounds that drew blood. 
Additionally, medical reports from E. J. 
Meyer Memorial Hospital, Buffalo General 
Hospital, .Universit\' Health Services and Dr. Jacob 
Lampert indicate students were treated for 
birdshot wounds. Dr. Robert Wilbee of Meyer 
Memorial Hospital reported that three individual s 
were treated for wounds which were positively 
identified as the result of birdshot, two of the 
people still having pellets in their body. H.e ..stated: 
"In my opinion, this information would clearly 
corroborate the Contention that shotguns were fired at 
students during the disturbances. •/l 4 
Dr. Paul Hoffman of the University Health 
Services stated that about 11 students were 
treated for wounds that had "substantious 
nodules" in them and numerous others were 
treated for wounds that may have been caused by 
shotgun pellets. 25 • 
David Smith, a student, who asserted he was 
one of the wounded'' supplied the investigation 
with the most substantial proof of being 
wounded. David's doctor, Dr. Lampert; 
discovered a metallic object in David's forehead 
by probing and x-ray (viewed by this writer).' ' 
The object was removed by surgery at Buffalo 
General Hospital and the hospital record states 
buckshot was removed from his head." This 
evidence was turned over to the police who 
interrogated David Smith a't' gr~at 'length. 
. Thus, ttje evidence Gle'arly established that 
. ~fiotguni\.'" loaded ''with'' blYcishot were fired at 
students on · the ''night of · May 7, 1970. 
Eyewitnesses further established that the_ 
shootings were done by uniformed Buffalo 
policemen on foot or in clearly marked police 
vehicles. These eyewitnesses by their statement 
enabled the Concerned Law Students for Peace to 
develop the following descriptions of events of 
the night of May 7, 1970. 
V. The facts of May 7, 1970 
The events of May 7, 1970 must be placed in 
the proper perspective. The salient causes of the 
disruptions of May were the American incursion 
into Cambodia which happened in early May and 
the s laying of students during anti -war 
demonstratiens at Kent and Jackson State. 
The disruptions at SUNYAB additionally 
were based on disruptions in Febr~ary-March 
ceiitering on local ~s well as national issues. These 
earlier disruptions involved thousands of students 
with almost 400 Bu.ffalo policemen in sometimes 
bloody confrontation. The police were, therefore, 
prepared for the activities in May both tact ically 
and psychologically. · 
Students had also learned from the earlier 
experiences. The excessive violence of the May 
confrontations may be attributed in part to the 
earlier' test and conflict. The geographical 
references in the follow ing pages can be put in 
proper perspective by consulting the SUNYAB 
map. 
The ·May activites had commenced severa l 
20. Statement numbers 12 and 48 . 
21 . See Pie E. 
22 . See Pie A. 
23. Statement numbers 11 , 12 , 17, 18, 26,35: 45 , 49 , 53and62. 
24. See Health Report. 
:;il5. Ibid . 
26. Statement ·number 14; 
27 . See Health Report . 
,28 . Ibid. 
days earlier in Buffalo with a massive and 
spontaneous march from SUNYAB to downtown 
Buffalo of 5,000 students. Later thousands 
gathered on Main Street in front of.SUNYAB and 
marched to Bennett High School where a 
blockade of railroad ties was built on Main Street 
and burned. The intensity of the confrontations 
grew with each day. The students attempted to 
occupy and cut traffic off on Main Street. The 
poli•ce responded with several gas barrages and 
assaults. On May 6 the students were using stones 
to bombard the police and on one occasion a 
policeman in a gas launching car was hit in the 
chest and severely injured by the assault . Police 
inflicted numerous casualties of their own. 
May 7 dawned quietly with little activity all 
day. . 
· The events started in the evening. A meeting 
was held in Ha~s Lounge of Norton Union from 
7:30 p.m. until about 10 p.m. The meeting 
centered on . a discussion with the high school 
vigil~nte leaders about war and reasons for 
student opposition and fear of police. It must be 
noted that these vigi lantes had been attacking 
University students on previous nights. The result 
of the discussion was that the vigilantes (40 
people at the Red Barn) and the University 
stuqents allied themselves to each other. 
The meeting ended at 10 p.m. The crowd, 
now . numbering about 2,000, without leadership, 
spontaneously started to file out of the Union on 
the Fo'untain side. They moved between Foster 
and its annex toward the Red Barn restaurant on 
Main Street. When they reached Main Street, the 
entire crowd occupied the street from curb to 
curb facing the University Plaza. The high school 
vigilantes joined the front of the crowd which was 
made_ up of many high school students. Tl;)e 
crowd slowly began to march toward th~ 
University Plaza. Until this time, there was no 
damage or assaults or any ;,cts of violence by the 
crowd. 
A "black ' and white 'Buffalo police s~dan 
drove down Main from the Univeristy Plaza 
toward the front of the crowd, made a U-turn and 
retreated . The crowd, particularly high school age 
individuals out front, chased and chanted after 
the car. The crowd stretched from curb to curb 
from the Red Bard to the Ford Dealer on Main 
Street. 
Sheriff's qeputies in riot gear were forming 
on the western side of the University Plaza . They 
began to move back toward the Bailey side of the 
Plaza. Tear gas was launched into the crowd at 
this moment. Simultaneously the Buffalo Police 
(who were hidden beh ind the arches on University 
Avenue and Main Street) launched tear gas and 
moved after the crowd, coming through the Main 
Street parking lot and moving in the dirnction of 
Baird Hall. The crowd was caught in a pincers. 
The Sheriff's deputies stopped at the Main Street 
parking lot but the Buffalo police kept running 
after the crowd. They halted by the service road 
running between Baird Hall and the nearest 
dormitory. Several students were brutally 
apprehended, beaten and arrested in this charge. 
Gas filled the area for almost a half hour. The 
students took refuge in the dorms (Tower and 
others ). The shooting incidents occurred after 
this. 
The police had re-assembled at about 11 
p.m. in a line that stretched from Diefendorf Hall 
to in front of Hayes. Students re-assembled 
outside of Cooke Hall and a small group of about 
100 moved toward the police line taunting and 
throwing projectiles. The police liri'e moved 
forward again and fired tear gas, beating and 
arresting as they came. The extent of this 
penetration is unclear. 
The actual shooting incidents numbered 
about seven distinct occurrences. The following 
commentary was reconstructed out of the over 70 
eyewitness . statements gathered by the 
Paga three 
PIC B: This is a photo of the vehicle that did the shooting on the fou;1tain side of Norton Union. The photographer stated 
that he saw the vehicle circle the fountain and on one pass he heard a report from the direction of the vehicle without any 
teargas resulting. He saw the vehicle then leave the area by riding out on the sidewalk between Norton and Foster Halls . 
Other ,eports confirm this observation because several of these witnesses saw the shotgun and/or were hit with pellats. 
This same vehicle proceeded to the Tower side of Norton and fired the shotguns that wounded several people and 
punctu,ed the windows in the Norton doorway. · 
investigation . Each section reflects, as accurately 
as possible, the description of the event given by 
all the e yewitnesses. The most accurate 
description is the Norton Hall incidents numbers 
1 and 2 because the largest number of people 
witnessed those actions. Where possible the actual 
statement of a witness is presented for full review. 
Moreover, all the eyewitness statements are on file 
with the Erie County Public 1.:ibrary Downtown 
Branch. The shootings started at about 10:45 
p.m . and continued until about midnight. They 
occurred in the following chronological order:'' 
(1) Norton Hall -Fountain Side 
-10 :45- 11 :15 p.m. (3 incidents ) · 
(2) Norton Hall -Tower Side - 11 p.m. 
(3) Main Street-Front Lawn - 11 :15 p.m. 
(4) Foster Ha: I - 11 :30 p.m. 
(5) .Lockwood " Library" Loop - II :30 p.m. 
I. Norton Hall - lountain side incidents (3 
incidents) 
The earliest incident occurred as a group of 
students gathered on the steps on the fountain 
side of Norton Hall. One individual described the 
event as follows : 
I 
" J started ro run up the stairs in front of Lockwood 
Library. Upon turning left and heading tovyard Norton 
Union , I stopped because the police had stopped up in the 
Hayes Hall Area. Then suddenly two police· cars 
approached from the back of Lockwood Library with their 
lights turned on high beams. The second car turned off his 
lights. Upon turning to see what the police were doing I 
first noticed for sure that they were both police squad cars 
because of the ''911 " stenciled on the doors on both cars. 
Then I saw the front windows roll down {in the first earl 
and a shotgun started firing. Then I hit the ground and 
when I looked up the police were gone. Moments later in 
the back of Norton Union I felt a slight pain in my right 
shin. Upon looking at my leg there was bl'ood coming from 
a small cut which hadn't been there before. I therefore 
. conc!Uded that I must have been hit by one of the pellets · 
from the shotgun blasts. ,,3 ° 
The cars were ii:Jentified as Buffalo Police 
with at least two men in blue coats in each . The 
shots were fired when the vehicles were directly in 
front of Norton steps. The statements did not 
indicate in what direction the shots were fired , 
but they did indicate the shots were fired, at least 
one from each vehicle, from . the right side of the 
car through the windows. Several students were 
injured. 3 1 
One individual, David Smith, who was 
wounded gave a sta ement that indicated that a 
short time later, but before 11 , another police 
vehicle, black and with four police in it , came 
from between Foster and_Lockwood Library and 
shot at students from the driver's side hitting 
severa l on the steps of Norton . Since this is the 
only statement of this event it is possible David 
described an event that will be discussed later. ' 2 
Later, other cars passed the fountain side of 
Norton Hall. Students, in response, at about 11 
p.m. barricaded a ll the entrances to the fountain 
area except the sidewalk between Foster and 
Norton Halls. Then ensued an incident witnessed 
by many people which was described by one 
witness as follows : 
.,,, . .. a student at SUNYAB, at approx imately 11 
saw a Buffalo Police car enter the rear area of Norton 
Union. This car was white and on the side doors was an 
insignia with wings and the words, 'Buffalo Police. ' Below 
the insignia were the words 'Traffic Division.' This car 
entered the area between Foster Hall and Foster Annex 
and proceeded into the quadrangle fountain area. From 
my position, on the steps of Norton Hall facing the 
quadrangle and fountain, I saw this police car with three 
men inside, one I am positive was wearing a unlform, The 
car proceeded into the quadrangle area and finding the exit 
between Lockwood Library and Foster Hall blocked 
turned around and made a pass .bv the fountain , turned 
again and went back, turned and made another pass by the 
founra;n. On the second pass by the fountain the man in 
the back seat put a gun out of the rear window and fired 
into the crowd of about 40 people on the rear steps ..of 
Norton Union. I P'!t my gloved hands over my face and 
felt pellets strike them. The car then exited the area 
Other witnesses substantial ly agreed with 
this description of the event adding only that 
others were wounded and a second or third shot 
may have been ffired .34 That same vehicle t hen 
proceeded to the Tower side of Norton Hall 
where the second major incident occurred . · 
2. Norton Hall - Tower side incident (1 
incident) 
The white station wagon that did the 
shootings on the Fountain side of Norton Hall 
proceeded back between Norton and Foster Hall 
and Foster Annex toward the Tower side of 
Norton Hall . The event that was witnessed by the 
most people then occurred. This station wagon , 
driving on the sidewalk between Norton and 
Foster Annex, came out onto~the road on the 
Tower side of N·orton , turned southeast slowing in 
front of .the Norton steps and fired a shotgun into 
Norton Hall shattering several panes of glass above 
the entrance and wounding students. 
Numerous witnesses saw that the vehicle was 
a white station wagon marked with the letters 
"Traffic Division"; "911 "; "Buffalo Police" and a 
green shield and topped with a red bubble light. 
Most witnesses indicated seeing three uniformed 
men in the front and rear seats and several saw the 
driver with a blue heimet face shield and gas 
mask . 
The shooting itself happened in this manner. 
The vehicle came onto the main road from the 
sidewalk , turned in front of Norton Hall and 
stopped. A few witnesses saw stones thrown at 
the vehicle but there was no substantial or 
damagin'g barrage. One witness described the 
event as follows : 
" I then went out into the porch and started to walk 
to Norlon. I doubted that a shooting had taken pt'ace and 
was trying to find out what was happening. 
As I stood there on the sidewalk I saw a man with a 
blue helmet and jl dark jacket where the white stat;on 
wagon had been. I can 't recall if the man was standing 
outside o'i O.( in th~ wfrite vel,icle. I ?W th! upper part of 
his body. He w~ holding a shotgun (I have had experience 
with shotguns and feel I can identify one) which he held 
slightly above the horizontal position. I then heard a 
shotgun blast and saw a flash from the end of the muzzle. 
There was no gas attachment on the weapon and no gas 
resulted. As I turned to run I recall that he cocked the 
weapon with a pumping action. I then noticed the front 
3fender of the white vehicle. I ran into the TiJwer dorm ." s 
Immediately most witnesses heard and saw 
the windows above the Norton Hall entrance 
shattered while no gas resulted .' 6 The policeman 
then entered the vehicle, and it sped off in the 
direction of the Harriman Library area. Several 
students were hit or wounded . Also pellets were 
recovered from under the perforated window.'' 
The F .B. I. received several of these pellets and 
every one .of the shattered or perforated 
windows.'' 
The students, as a result of these assau lts, 
became frightened and apparently in a slight state 
of shock.'' The last reported act of student 
violence happened prior to the above incidents 
when a Buffalo Tactical Patrol car entered the 
road on the Tower side of Norton Hall. The 
vehicle was caught in the barricades erected there 
and severly stoned with heavy damage. The 
occupants escaped without apparent injury. 
Several other incidents occurred after· this 
assault and the aforementioned shootings. 
3. Main Street - front lawn incidents: 
Between 11: 15 and 11 :45 p.m., students 
ventured out onto the lawn in front of Foster and 
Combining this statement with other 
commentaries it can be concluded that two white 
police station wagons, with bright lights on, sped 
from between Harriman and Lockwood Library 
and the Norton Hall steps around the fountain 
and back from where they had come. 
29.-Mop. 
30. Statem..,t number 18. 
between Foster Hall and Foster Annex. I saw two (2} 
people who were shot by the pellets and found many 
pellets on the ground. These pellets were flattened from 
striking the wall and the ones that were still in tact were 
small round object,. These pellets were picked up by 
student$. " 3 3 
31 . St.-:ement numbers 2, 9 , 18 and 45. 
32. Statement number 14. 
33. Statemant number 12. 
Crosby Halls. About 90 yards from Main Street 
several sharp shotgun blasts w~re heard coming 
from Main street and a line of policemen. One 
person describect it as follows: 
34. Statement numbers 4 , 9 , 11, 21 , 27, 34, 65, 68, 73 , 74 and 77. 
35. Statement number 78. 
36. SN Pie E. 
37. Statement numbers 1, J, 10, 16, 19, 33, 42 , 47 , 49 90d 67 . 
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11
• People were walking clown toward Main · Street in . I I . -approximate y 150 people m back of Foster Hall. We were 
front of Hayes Hall. The police were across the street in facing Hayes Hall, because approximately a dozen police
force, spread down Main Street massed in front of the officers could be seen in the vicinity of that building. I 
church at t~e corner of Main and Niagara Falls Blvd. heard a shot fired from the direction of Hayes Hall, and 
Taunts were coming from the crowds toward the police. birdshot go through the trees that I was standing under. 
The advancement of kids stopped about halfway between About five yards from me one youth was hit in the hand 
Hayes and Main Street. The taunts went On for a while. with a pellet and the hand was bleeding. Since I have been 
Suddenly canisters of tear gas, only a few at first, ·then an avid hunter over the past five years, I consider myself 
some sort of explosive devices exploded down the correct about where the shot was fired from, and that it 
straightaway. Flares of high intensity were shot into the was birdshot that was fired. , A 4 
air. The police then started across the street advancing in a 
solid line parallel to Crosby and Hayes Halls. Th'e flares 5. Lockwood library "loop" incident 
were about three quaners of the way up the lawn from This incident may have involved two 
Main Street. Kids started to turn and run. When I was 
· different type vehicles .ijt about 11 :30. Studentsalmost to the street in front of Hayes, I turned and looked 
back to see what was happening. A kid was running up had been on the front lawn by Main Street and 
from Main Street toward me. He was about 5-8 yards the police had used gas to disperse the crowd. At 
away. Suddenly a blast, not that of gas, but that of least one student threw a canister back at police 
gunshot. The kid faltered and then fell. He then got up and lines. While the crowd was retreating toward 
srarted limping. I ran to his assistance and was going to Foster Hall a white station wagon and a black 
attempt to carry him on my shoulders. I leaned over police car both identified as having markings and toward him and another shot (gun blast) rang out. Both of 
us were hit and fell to the ground got up and limped red buble tights on top at different times fired 
sway . .. We went to Meyer Memorial Hospital and I was shotguns, without gas, wounding with pellets 
X·rayed and found to have three pellets in my several in the crowd. The white station wagonbody .. ,,4.0 fi red several shots while driving toward Main 
Street on the campus road running from behind 
One ex-GI identified from military Foster and Crosby Halls to Mairi Street. The black 
experience the direction of the shots - the police car fired while in the library loop. The witnesses 
on Main Street and another was close enough to did not state the direction .from which these 
observe the individual who fired the shots. He, was vehicles approached . Additionally, those whoapoliceman.• I witnessed the white station wagon' 5 did not see 
the black car• • and vice versa . Thus the two 
4. . Foster Hall incident incidents occurred a short time apart. 
The police had formed a line running 
perpendicular to Main Street on the Lockwood The remainder of the day 
Annex side of Hayes Hall. Apparently that The Buffalo Police at about midnight 
detachment stayed in that area from about 10 :30 converged in large numbers on Norton Hall and 
- midnight. At 11 :30 p.m. at least three separate then on Tower and Cooke dormitories. Norton 
shots were fired by those police at students. One Hall was gassed and windows broken by police in 
student was hit while standing by the eastern the process. Eventually the entire Norton Union 
corner of Foster Hall. The witnesses asserted that was filled with gas. M6st student occupants fled 
PIC C: This photo was taken on the SUNYAB Main St:_campus on ~•Y 7, )970_- It is a picture of• Buffalo Poli~ 
station .wagon which at the time of this picture was chasing students in the direction of Foster Hall. It IS not certain 
that this did any shooting. 
to Tower and Cooke dormitor!es- The policethe shots came from the police tine and that 
followed and formed on the road between Norton 
student standing by the Lockwood Loop was hit 
pellets were embedded in his coat. 41 Anoth~r 
and Tower. Gas was used on the dormitories and 
by pellets from weapons fired by two _uniformed spotlights continually raked the windows of the 
police with riot helmets from behind Hayes dormitories. The.situation was so tense that the 
students in the buildings felt that the police wereHall.43 The main group of 150 studimts was 
about to assault the dormitories. After awhile the 
Library steps. A hunter witnessed the incident 
standing right by the foot of the Lo~k"."ood 
police left and no other incidents of signifi~nce 
occurred that evening.and gave this description : 
"A.t approximately 11:30 p.m., Thurway night May Summary
7, ,1970, / was standing in , the midst of a crowd of May 7 was a violent day filled with many 
40. Statement number 26. 
44. Statement number 25. 41 . Statement numbers 24 and 26. 
45. Statement numben 13 and 20. 42 . Statement numbers 32 and 66. 
46. Statement numbers 21 and 35.43. Statement numbitr 30. 
beatings, gassings and shootings by the Buffalo 
Police. There was very little provocation on the 
part of the students. The initial 'confrontation on 
Main Street happened and ended so quickly that 
there was no time for students who were fleeing 
to react. 
A similar patter followed during the evening !,. 
with students being attacked and being incapable 
of any response due to the ferocity and speed of 
the police actions. Students did set up barricades 
in one incident, stoned apolice car and used force 
in individual and group confrontations and 
arrests. Generalty, police action could be 
characterized as brutal, unnecessary and 
unprovoked . 
VI. The official response: 
The violent May days of 1970 served as 
fertile ground from which sprang a grass roots 
investigation into the turbulent events of May 7. 
Armed with a mass of eyewitness accounts and 
evidence, the Concerned Law Students for Peace 
and New York Civil Liberties Union spurred local, 
state and federa l agencies into what was popularly 
called the "Birdshot Investigation." Eventually, 
the following agencies and individuals became 
directly involved: the City of Buffalo, the District 
Attorney of Erie County, the governor and State 
Police of New York, two United States senators 
and congressmen, the President;s Commission on 
Campus Unrest, the F.B.I. and the United States 
Justice Department. 
Despite the massive involvement of the 
aforementioned agencies and individ•als, tittle 
effort was exerted toward finding and prosecuting 
those responsible for the shootings. At the very 
best, cursory investigations were conducted , while 
at the worst several agencies attempted to 
whitewash the event. 
Perhaps it is this part of the report that is 
most significant. I t is dangerous to have 
poHcemen taking the law into their own hands 
but it is .intolerable to have every agency from the 
Justice Department on down deliberately or 
negligently covering the matter over. A 
democracy that cherishes individual li berty so 
highly will not last if the very defenders of this 
liberty are allowed to go unpunished for crimes 
against its citizens. 
Before the separate actions of each agency 
are considered, it is important to know why each 
agency was involved . Th~ reader wiU th_en be able 
to follow the actions of the agencies m a more 
informed manner. 
The primary objectjve of the Concerned Law 
Students and the Civil Liberties Union was to 
bring ttiose responsible for the shootings to 
justice. Therefore, some agency that would 
prosecute the matter to its fullest had to be 
contacted. The Concerned Law Students and Civil 
Liberties Union felt that as many public office 
holders and agencies as possible should be 
involved to guarantee the best of efforts. 
However, because the local authorities, the City 
of Buffalo and the Erie County D.A. have always 
been tax in these matters, powers above the 
county level were the prime targets.'' 
Additionally, the evidence compiled by the 
Concerned Law Students and Civil Liberties 
Union was deficient in one important respect -
the evidence did not identify the specific 
individuals who did the shootings. It was critical, 
then, that the agencies with the capabilities of 
discovering the responsible policemen, be 
involved. The F.B.I. and Justic Department had 
resources within and out of the Buffalo Police 
Department and the power to summon a Federal 
Grand Jury, all of which could have discc;,vered 
the responsible policemen. Similarly the state and 
Erie County District Attorney had like resources 
available. All of these parties could have 
47. Frust,.tion, Politic, and tha Allentown Incident , Stephen A. 
Chamberlain et al., 1971 , p . 72. 
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discovered more ';yewit~e~es to th,/ev:nt witha 
minimal amount of effort. 
The various agencies became involved under 
either a law or a regulation they were supposed to 
enforce. These laws and regulations, which were 
violated by the police, also give an accurate 
picture of the seriousness of the shootings of May 
7, 1970. 
The basic law violated on the state level , and 
enforceable by an agency of the City of Buffalo, 
County of Erie and the State of New York, was 
the New York State Penal Law Sections 120.00 
Assault in the Third Degree, 120.05 Assault in the 
Second Degree and 120.10 Assault in the First 
Degree. The basic elements of these. crimes are 
intent or criminally negligent acts that are 
intended to and do cause physical injury to 
another. The most serious is Assault 1, since it 
involves assault with a deadly weapon. The facts 
of May 7 clearly indicated an assault of this 
nature occurred. 
There are defen~es to an assault charge 
which , if present, would legitimize the police 
assaults. The Penal Law allows a person to defend 
his property, Section 35.20, his person, 35.15 and 
if he is a police officer to use reasonable force to 
make an arrest . No.ne of these defenses were 
available to the police since they were attack ing 
students without proper cause. There were no 
arrests being mad e, no property threatened, and 
no lives or persons being threatened by the 
students . Additionally, dead ly force, such as 
shotguns, cou ldn 't be used unl ess the students 
were using deadly physical force.4 ' There were 
no reports of student force of this nature . 
Discipline in a para-military ,force su.ch as a 
police department is most efficient if it is 
maintained from within. The Buffalo Police 
Department has this procedure available to it but 
did not utilize it. Article 3, Section 30 of the New 
York Public Officers Law automatically creates a 
vacancy in an officer's position if he is convicted 
of a felony . This procedure could only be 
effective if the officer were convicted of assault. 
Article XII of the Police Contract with the .City of 
Buffalo entiled Discipline and Discharge allows 
the Department of Police to discipline a man for 
misconduct by dismissing or fining him. At the 
very least orders of the commissioner were 
disobeyed, thus the offending police could have 
been dealt with by the Police Department. 
Federal authorities operated under Chapter 
18, Section 241 of the U.S. Code which outlaws 
conspiracies by persons to injure, oppress, 
threaten, or intimidate another in the exercise of 
a right given by the Constitution or Laws of the 
United States. This could be a v~luable tool, for 
conspiracy involves proving ·only an agreement 
and an act · toward its fulfillment. There was 
obviously an agreement and act by a few 
policement to intimidate and injure students as · 
they attempted to exercise their right to assemble 
and live their lives. It must be noted that many 
students were not engaged in violent acts but were 
merely expressing their discontent with American 
War policy . 
These are the tools available to the agencies. 
Now examine what was done with this vast array. 
1) The City of Buffalo: 
Little effort was expended on Mayor Sedita 
or the Police Department since previous 
experience had shown that tl)ey ignored efforts to 
e><pose police misconduct. These expectations 
were confirmed in an interview with Mayor Sedita 
by WBEN-TV in July of 1970. When asked why 
the city was not conducting an inves):igation into 
the matter he replied : 
"Wflll, we feel that the Justice Department is 
involved, the DistriCt Attorney and the state - we would 
only~ in th11 ,..y. " 
48: N.w York Star. hnal CodtJ, Section 35 .15 (2) a. 
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• '"Cater, in the interview he revealed a 
disturbing attitude that the civilian branch of the 
government should not be involved . When asked if 
he or the police had seen any of the eyewitness 
accounts of the incident he responded : 
"I don 't now. I can tell you that there was a time 
when I would get myself involved in police work and there 
were some accusations of politics in the Police 
Department, and while under the charter, I am responsible 
for Jaw and order in this city, I have left it to the 
professionals - the commissioner and his inspectors and 
the deputies around him to run the Police Department and 
thus far in my opinion they are doing a fine job." 
Another example of Mayor Sedita's total 
lack of concern with police matters he has a legal 
duty to supervise, was the shake-up of the Buffalo 
Narcotics Squad due to misconduct of its 
members. The mayor was unaware that any 
shake-up was happening and stated: 
"The police commissioner is running the department. 
I always had department heads run their departments. ,A 9 
The police department and Commissioner 
Felicetta upon whom the mayor placed all power, 
denied any police involvement immediately 
afterwards on May 8 and later on May 15, 1970 in 
the Buffalo Evening News. A similar denial was 
made by Deputy Commissioner Blair who ~ated 
in,a UPI story of June 5, 1970 that : 
"Absolutely no . Buffalo policemen were carrying 
shotguns. I saw no Jaw enforcement officer carrying 
anything but gas grenade launchers. " 5 0 · 
As was noted by UPI , however, the gas 
launchers were shotguns. 
Although there was an obvious reluctance on 
the command structures part to admit even a 
possibility of misconduct, an investigation of 
unknown depth and duratiop was conducted by 
some members of the Police Department. David 
Smith ' ' stated to this writer, and this was 
confirmed by his parents, that a 'lieutenant and 
other uniformed police had interviewed David on 
the matter in early June. They came in response 
to his reporting his 1-'Vound to the local precinct 
no. 16. Their efforts lasted over two hours and 
they tried every means to discredit his story. On 
June 19 a police lieutenant received from Buffalo 
General Hospital ~ metal pellet extracted from 
David's head. 52 This writer interviewd 
Commissioner .Blair on December 28, 1971 , about 
this investigation. 
Blair would not open his files for inspection 
but did answer some questions. He confirmed that 
the department had conducted Its •own 
investigation interviewing both police and citizens 
and looking for physical evidence. He concluded 
that none of his men were involved. When asked if 
he believed if policemen would bear witness 
against fellow policemen if they did shoot, he said 
yes. He would riot or could not think of a t ime 
that this had been done before. Additionally, 
despite the availability of over 70 eyewitnesses, 
only David Smith was interviewed. It was obvious 
the Buffalo police were not after the truth, but a 
coverup. 
Official desires to clear the police 
department of the charges by any means became 
obvious in May 1971, nine months after the 
previous public discussion on the matter. The 
F.B.I. had conducted tests on the Buffalo Police 
shotguns and the shells found "on the SUNYAB 
campus in March 1971. It was determined that 
those shells were not fired from official weapons. 
This . information was conveyed to a high police 
official, possj bly Commissioner Blair, since. 
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co'mr:iissio~er Felicetta was out of-town."- That 
official told this to the Buffalo Evening New.s 
reporter Mike Benevento. The News distorted the 
report out of proportion to the truth. ' 4 The 
result was that a news story was printed and 
broadcast clai ming the F.B.I. had cleared the 
police in the matter." This was untrue." 
Apparently , what that official was try .. , . J •,­
was to show that a very ambiguous report cleareu 
his departmen t. 
Commissioner Felicetta returned to Buffalo 
and said to the Courier Express on the morning of 
May 11, 1971 , that he knew of no report that 
cleared his department." The Commissioner, 
howev~r, admitted to the Buffalo Evening News 
that evening that the tests were run and showed 
only that official weapons were not fired on the 
campus." There was confusion in the 
department but an obvious attempt had been 
made to take some public pressure off the Police 
Department.' 9 
The civilian officials of the city government, 
although responsible for law and order in tbe city, 
washed their hands · of the matter:- The police 
officials not only denied that the incident 
happened but aided in misleading the public. An 
investigation was conducted but its objective was 
more to discredit eyew.itnesses than to make an 
· objective report. 
The authors of Frustration, Politics and the 
Allentown Incident; the story of the Allentown 
Riot, drew similar conclusions about that 
incident. A wall of silence by city officials helped 
defeat efforts toward resolution of the matter.' 0 
Th'e City of Buffalo ~ould not be counted on to 
bring its own to justice. 
2) The Erie County District Attorney : 
The law students, based on the opinions of 
several New York Civil Liberties Union attorneys, 
believed tt,at like the City of Buffalo, any efforts 
made to involve the District Attorney ·would be 
fruitless . Nevertheless, Mr. Joseph Lentini of 
WG R-TV suggested that we should approach the 
D.A. before his statio·n would consider 
bradcasting any program on the investigation. The 
Concerned Law Students for Peace reconsidered 
approaching Mr. Dillon and decided to capitalize 
on the meeting by calling a press conference to 
further expose the affair. 
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This writer and Mr. Ettman of the 
Advocate's Office, SUNYAB, along with two 
other students met with Mr. Dillon on June 9, 
1970. The group presented him with 30 
eyewitness statements and additional information. 
He was urged to · examine the · information 
contained in the aforementioned packet.• ' 
The results of this meeting were limited. The 
press conference gained wide publicity that 
greatly increased the investigation's contact with · 
the public. However, when the Concerned Law 
Students for Peace and Civil Liberties Union . made 
their report to the public in September 1970, Mr. 
Dillon in response to a request for a full report 
wrote : 
"I have fully reviewed all of the documents furnished 
me at the time of our mBBtlng on June 9, 1970 . . .. /n' 
addition, thereto, I have revitJW«J reports of the Buffalo 
Police Department relating to events on the same date and 
I have spoken. with representatives of the New York State 
Police and the Federal Bureau of Investigation. 
It is my judgment that based upon everything which 
has been made ava;/able to me up to this time, I have 
insufficient basis for the presentation of this matter to a 
Grand Jury. Howwer, if the law enforcement agencies 
inquiring into the events of May 7, 1970, develop any 
additional information not heretofore_made available to 
me, I will be p/8/Jled to review the same. ,,. 2 
It is apparent that although some police 
agencies were contacted by the D.A., no witnesses. 
to the event were sought out or interviewed. The 
burden was placed on the Concerned Law 
Students for Peace to develop a case strong 
enough to go the the Grand Jury. This situation is 
highly unusual since it is not incumbent upon a 
citizens group to investigate criminal matters to 
this degree. The information and names provided 
by the Concerned Law Students for Peace were 
more than sufficient to start a full investigation. 
Additionally, the police themselves could have 
been dealt with either by the D.A. or an 
investigating Grand Jury which could have 
questioned police and discovered ipdividual 
participants in the shooting. 
In contrast to this, the hold over 19]0 March 
Grand Jury of Erie County investigating campus 
disturbances without any aid from a citizens 
group investigated · and questioned numerous 
students and faculty . The jury searched into every 
possible area of student activity whether it had a 
connection to crime or not. The intensive 
investigatory effort that went into this probe was 
conducted by Mr. Dillon's staff. 
It is difficult to determine what forces 
motivated Mr. Dillon but it is obvious that the 
prosecution of students and the · University were 
much mo~e important than the investigation of 
police abuses against students. Politically, the 
populace of Erie County adamantly supported the 
hold over Grand Jury and had a bearing on Mr. 
Dillon. An unpopular cause was given little 
attention though more information and witnesses 
were available to that investigation , than to the 
hold over Grand Jury. In short, the D.A. , being 
politically motivated, set d,ifferent standards for 
two similar investigations. The enforcement of 
justice in Erie county was on a partisan basis 
during the summer of 1970. 
3) New York - the governor and the State Police: 
The Concerned Law Students for Peace and 
New York Civil Liberties Union believed from the 
beginning that any effective action, if it came, 
would come from the federal or state 
governments. Consequently , on May 14, the 
Concerned Law Students for Peace while 
picketing a visit to Buffalo .by G~vernor 
Rockefeller -were invited to meet with the 
governor to discuss the war. It was decided by the 
group of six students who met with the governor 
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to also present the governor with the packet of 
information concerning May 7 and request a state 
investigation. The governor consented to the state 
involvement promising an investigation. Mr. Jerry 
Wolfgang, assistant to the governor was to be the 
liaison man.• ' 
Detective J .D. Steinmetz of the New York 
State Police Troop A was sent to this writer 's 
home by the governor to investigate the matter In 
late May. He was supplied with all the 
information available but he warned' the 
Concerned Law Students for Peace not to expect 
too much since the F .B .I. . had all the physical 
evidence. Detective Steinmetz submitted his 
report and information to Albany where it was 
given to Howard Shapero of the governor's staff. 
Detective Steinmetz was ordered to try and 
obtain additional information and on June 4 
called on this writer. He was given new 
information including new medical reports. This 
was forwarded to Albany. This writer visited Mr. 
Steinmetz in late June to give him a final packet 
of information. The detective told this writer that 
it was all in Albany's hands. He also expressed a 
desire to personally continue his own 
investigation but said he could not without orders 
from Albany. Those orders never came. 
The press conference of September was held 
to allow all agencies to report their findings . A 
letter was sent to the governor care of Mr. 
Wolfgang asking their participation. The substance 
of their response reads: · 
nThe unavailability of the physical evidence necessary 
to a complete investigation combined with the lapse of 
time between the evsnrr in question and the f(Jquest for a 
state inquiry severely hampered the invwtigative efforts of 
the State Police and perforce rendered them highly 
inconclusive. 
All information developed during the course of the 
State Police Investigation is also in the possession of the 
Erie County District Attorney, who tO!Jllther with the 
Grand Jury bears primary responsibility for ascertaining 
the 11x1'sttmct1 of wrongdoing in Erie County. 
.., All furthtlf' action in this matttr must come from 
local or federal authorities. , '6 4 
it is peculiar that in the aforementioned letter the 
governor's office complains of a time gap. The 
governor was contacted on May 14, only seven 
days after the incident and Mr. Steinmetz 
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It is most difficult to analyze the state role contai;t the senators and congressmen whose 
in this matter. The primary jurisdiction rests not jurisdictions included the Buffalo campus. 
with the state but with local authorities. However, Senator Goodell was not pe_rsonally 
June. Additionally, to this writer's knowledge, 
appeared about a week later. There was sufficient 
time for the State Police to pick up the case since 
most of the witnesses were available into early 
no 
witnesses were ever interviewed by the State 
Police and Mr. Steinmetz, as late as the end of 
June, said he wanted to continue but no orders 
were received. This indicates that the state 
believed it was a local matter and that there was 
never any intention to pursue this effort to the 
end. The state, at most, became involved just to 
the point at which it could say it .took some 
action but did nothing to see the matter to its 
logical end - the discovery and prosecution of 
those responsible for the shootings. The state 
failed in its duty to protect its citizens when local 
government fails. 
4) Congress 
The law students felt that it would aid the 
investigation if certain Congressmen and Senators 
were informed of the events of. May 7. These men 
if they could be convinced of the substance of the 
charges, would be valuable not only for publicity 
reasons but because they could lend credence to 
the investigation and apply the pressures of their• 
offices to public agencies to pursue the charges of 
police misconduct. 
Senators Javits (R-N.Y.) and Goodell 
(R-N.Y.) and Congressmen McCarthy (D-N.Y.) 
and Dulski (D-N.Y.) were all contacted by the 
Concerned Law Students for Peace. Despite some 
noticeable failures, these men responded as best 
they could in the situation. 
Senator Go.odell was contacted by three 
members of the Concerned Law Students for 
Peace in Washington, D.C. on May 8, 1970. The 
law students, who were in the capital for the 
peace rallies of May became aware of the 
allegations of police misconduct in Buffalo 
through the Wa~ington Post . .Telephone calls to 
friends in Buffalo confirmed the report that 
shotguns wece used on the SUNYAS campus on 
May 7, 1970. These students then proceeded to 
contacted but his staff was most rec,epttv~. T_he 
students were in~roduced to Goodell _s leg1slat1ve 
aid, ~iss Nan N~xon, who h?ard the'.r story and 
promised to assist them as information became 
available. 
The students, upon their return to Buffalo, 
started compiling the first of the· packets of 
information on the shooting _and forwarded one 
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each to the senator and all other.; contacted. 
Senator Goodell via Miss Nixon kept informed of 
all developments ·and eventually sent a letter to 
the Justice Department requesting an 
investigation.• 5 The letter when it was made 
public ~ ~ mpport and credence ·:o the 
investigatl6n. ·s.n.tor Goodell was tht, first 
congressman to take a firm position on the 
shooting and his efforts stimulated further 
progress in the venture. 
Senator Javits did not respond as rapidly 
when contacted in Washington but on June 30, 
1970, in a response to an inquiry sent to all 
involved congressmen, the Senator confirmed his 
own investigation into the matter and pledged to 
contact the Scranton Commission and New York 
State officials on the matter. Additionally, he 
revealed he had contacted the Department of 
Justice Criminal Section and they had requested 
that the names of witnesses be forwarded tb 
them.•• The names of the witnesses, numbering 
70 were forwarded to the Department of Justice 
by Norman Effman, Assistant University 
Advocate, SUNYAB. The addition of Senator 
Javits to the list of investigation supporters 
boosted the credibility of the investigation and 
certainly affected public attitudes toward the 
effort. 
Representatives McCarthy and Dulski, whose 
districts encompassed the University of Buffalo, 
received all the correspondence and information 
the senators received but did not respond to the 
Concerned Law Students requests for assistance. 
These men were engaged in re-election bids and 
did not have time to let such a controversial 
matter interfere. 
5) The President's Commission on Campus Unrest 
This commission was established by 
President Nixon after the May 1970 disorders on 
campuses throughout the nation to discover the 
causes of the unrest . Since police misconduct on 
the campus was a part of the commission's study, 
the investigation decided to send packets of 
information t<i the commission care of Governor 
Ge~rge Scranton. 
The Civil Liberties Union and Concerned 
Law Students sent a letter to Mr. Joseph Rhodes, 
the only student member of · the commission, 
bringing his attention to the matter on June 15, 
1970.6 7 Mr. Rhodes responded on June 1B, 1970, 
with a firm commitment to follow up on the 
matter. The Concerned Law Students responded 
on June 26, 1970, with a description of F.B. I. 
efforts and a pledge to send an updated packet to 
Mr. Rhodes. Unfortunately, this was the last word 
heard from the commission proper. 
Mr. Steve Woodside, an investigator for the 
commission, visited the SUNYAB campus on July 
29-30 to discover student responses to the May 
disturbances. He was not sent to investigate the 
shotgun incident but the Concerned Law Students 
met with him and presented the evidence 
concerning the shooting. He was· impressed and 
said he would do his best to present the matter to 
the main commission. However, nothing was 
heard from the commission after this interview. 
The commission was burdened with 
investigating a large volume of material. 
Ther~fore, priorities were set as to what matters 
should receive the attention of the commission. 
Since many other incidents similar to the 
"shotgun incident" occurred throughout the 
nation priorities had to be set. Presumably, the 
event in Buffalo fell below other events meriting 
greater consideration by the comm1ss1on. 
Therefore, no reports on the s ·uffalo matter were 
forthcoming. --t-
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6) The federal government: 
The Concerned Law Students and the New 
York Civil Liberties Union felt that the only real 
hope for significant action was the federal 
government. This belief stemmed from the fact 
that local agencies had never responded 
adequately to charges of police abuse. The F.B.I. 
and Justice Department, however, were 
sufffciently above local politics to make them the 
only agenc"ies that offered a possibility of action . 
The first contact was made with the F.B.I. 
by Edwar.d. I. Kore staff ·counsel for the CiJil 
Liberties Union. Mr. Koren met with Special 
Agent Cambell of the Buffalo F.B.I. on May 14, 
1970. Mr. Koren presented 18 signed statements, 
five expended shotgun cartridges and 13 pictures 
of the events of May 7 and requested a full 
investigation.•' Later, the F .B.I. .requested that 
individuals who were wounded make complaints 
out to the F.B. I. claiming violation of civil rights. 
Several individuals were contacted and the 
required complaints were made out. 
Additional information was given to the 
F.8 .1. in early June and on June 18 the 
Maintenance Department at SUNYAB dismantled 
the Norton Hall windows that were punctured by 
birdshot and delivered them to the F.B.I. 
Additionally, the Concerned Law Students, 
delivered !20 new statements, medical reportts• ' 
and seven pellets recovered from the fountain side 
of Norton Hall. ' -
All the information accumulated by the 
Buffalo F .8.1. was studied and sent with 
preliminary reports to the Civil Rights division of 
the Justice Department, where the information 
was studied for possible use in a criminal action. 
The Justice Department apparently makes the 
final determination as to whether a matter should 
be investigated and criminally prosecuted. 
While this material was being forwarded to 
Washington, Senator.; Goodell and Javits were 
pressuring the Justice Department for action. 
Senator Goodell on May 25, 1970, requested a 
full investigation.70 Senator Javits not only 
requested an ·investigation but forwarded the 
names of 70 witnesses to the Criminal Division of 
the Justice Department in late June.7 •· 
The Concerned Law Students and New York 
Civil liberties Union sponsored a press conference 
in September 1970, inviting all the agencies .to 
make final reports. Jerris Leonard, Assistant 
Attorney General in charge responded on Sept. 
16, 1970: . 
ul cannot accede to your request. It has always been the 
{XJlicy of the Department of Justice not to release to any 
person or organization the rt/suits of any investigation 
conducted by the Federal Bureau of Investigation or the 
conclusion reached by our attorneys after a study of the 
investigation reports ... 
I am isure that the New York Civil Liberties Union 
will appreciate the fact that the JustiCe Department does 
not and will not accuse any person or orga'nization of a 
criminal act or produce any evidence to that effect unless 
it be in a court of law. We do not in short try our cases in 
the press ... ' 
These attorneys (of the Justice Department) are 
currently studying the reports of the alleged shootings on 
May 7, 1970, at the Buffalo campus. !fit is our conclusion 
that a violation of a criminal civil rights statute has 
occu"ed and if persons respansible are identified, we will 
prosecute. d'1 'l 
Several months later, February 1971 , President 
Ketter received, in a response to a letter he sent to 
the Justice Department, a letter from Jerris 
Leonard indicating that the F .B.I. investigation 
was over but the Department was sti II analyzing 
the results.73 
The public discussion of the matter lay 
dormant for nine months until May 4, 1971 . The 
F.B.I. released to the Buffalo Police Department 
results of tests conducted on Buffalo Police 
Department shotguns comparing them to shells 
discovered on the SUNYAB campus. The tests 
showed those 'shells were not fired from those 
weapons. An erroneous press release claimed this 
cleared the police of misconduct.74 This triggered 
new public action on the matter. 
The Concerned Law Students, who had been 
told that the federal agencies never released such 
reports, phoned the Justice Department and 
F.B.I. Crime Lab in Washington , D.C. on May 6, 
1971, to clarify the situation. 
Mr. Lester Scali, the attorney in the Civil 
Rights Division who was in charge of this 
investigation, spoke with this writer. Mr. Scali said 
he ·had heard of no such report and that the F.B.I. 
could not clear anyone in this matter that being 
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the Justice Department's jurisdiction. He 
explained that the Justice Department receives all 
test data and information and draws the final 
conclusion on the case. He emphasized that the 
case was still open. 
The Buff.lo Eveni"f,N- • May 11, 1971, 
stated it had talked with ari offlclal of the Justice 
Department who confirmed that the tests were 
run with inconclusive results. That official was 
probably Mr. Scali who, because of the May 6 
call, had discovered that such a test was run. 
Mr. Griffin, a supervisor in the F.B.I. Crime 
Lab was also contacted on May 6 by this writer. 
Mr. Griffin stated that the F.B.I. could not clear 
anyone in this matter; that all F .B.I. reports were 
written and that it was not proper procedure to 
give such a ,~port to J local police department. 
This writer and his wife visited Mr. Scali in 
his Washington office on June 1, 1971. Mr. Scali 
revealed that they had just decided to close the 
case on this matter because they were unable to 
indentify ths individual police involved and they 
had too few men to work on this matter. He said 
he personally believed that Buffalo Police had 
shot students on May 7, 1970, but that the 
investigation must end. He was asked if the 
Department could publicly say just that and he 
said no but they might say something. 
Consequently, a letter w~ sent to . Mr. Scali on 
June 23, 1971, asking if he could say something 
to the publicc. 
Two responses· were . received from the 
Assistant Attorney in charge of me Civil Rights 
Division, David Norman, on Oct. 12, 1971, and 
on Nov. 1B, 1971 . They contained the following 
responses : 
Oct. 12, 1971 . 
"We have examined the evidence already in our possession 
and we have weighed the likelihood of our obtaining 
additional evidence that would lead to a prosecution, or 
prosecutions, under the federal civil rights aiminal 
statutes. Based on these considerations we have 
determined~ that nor further action on our part would be 
productive and we are closing our file. ,n 5 
Nov. 18, 1971 
"Based on the investig3tion conducted by the F.8./. !JS 
'Nell as interviews of witnesses transmitted to us from 
other sources, we concluded that, even if an unlawful 
firing by s police officer, or officers, into a crowd may 
have occurred, we would be unable to identify the officer, 
or officers, who committed this violation. 
/ do not think it would be appropriate for me to comment 
any further on the details of the investigation. " 76 
Several salient facts stand out when an 
analysis of the federal rol.e is undertaken. It is 
apparent that although the F.B.I. had over 70 
names of eyewitnesses it did not attempt to 
contact these people or additional witnesses. They 
simply accepted the statements given to them and 
interviewed less than ten eyewitnesses, all of 
whom went down to the F.B.I. on their own 
accord . These facts are crucial since in his letter of 
Nov. 1B Mr. Norman states: 
" .. . we concluded that even if an unlawful firing by a 
police officer or officers, into a crowd may have occurred, 
we would be unable to identify the officer or officers who 
committed this violation. ,/17 
The only deficiency in the evidence was specific . 
identification of the police. Surely • a more 
intensive investigation by the F.B.I. cou_ld h~ve 
discovered new witnesses who could identify
thindividuals. Mr. Scali was asked apo~t e 
deficiency in eyewitness interviews. He said that 
the initial statements wer.e sufficient. If .they we~e 
sufficient why were there no prosecutions? This 
procedure indicates that there was little effort to 
discover the facts and defendants in the <:8se. T_he 
F.B.I. in other cases investigated by an intensive 
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review of all evidence and witnesses. It seeks out 
evidence by seni;ling men into the field to discover 
witnesses and criminals. This was done at Kent 
State after the shootings at that campus. Here, 
there were no agents interviewing witnesses and 
no reported F.8 .1. activity on fie . campus. 
Additionally, !t is doubtful that the F.!I.I,. made 
any attempts at identifying the police responsible 
for me shooting by investigations within the 
Buffalo Police Department. The investigative 
effort by the F.B.I. was ineffective. 
Jerris Leonard, as has been indicated, refused 
to publicly reveal any facts on the case stating 
that this was not their policy . Yet, at Kent State, 
F.B.I. reports were leaked to the public indicating 
that the National Guard made serious errors in 
needlessly killing four students. Presumably, the 
reports were made public because the public 
interest in the matter outweighed the need to 
keep the information secret even in the face of a 
pending Grand Jury investigation. 
If the policy of the F.B.I. and Justice 
Department is to "not reveal any facts to any 
person or agency" then how did the F.B.I. 
shotgun test get into the hands of the Buffalo 
Police? It would suggest a one-sided policy 
favoring the police. The right to know should 
exist in police misconduct cases just as was done 
at Kent State. This right far outweighs any need 
to remain silent. 
The reasons behind the reluctance to 
investigate and publicize the findings are difficult 
to determine. However, it is clear that the 
shootings of students received low .priority within 
the Department of Justice. This may indicate that 
priorities are set by determining the status of the 
complaints and the public pressure for an answer. 
Here since the complaints were only students and 
there was little public pressure, the priority was 
low . 
Additionally, the F .B.I. depends on local 
police for information and co-operation. If the 
F.B.I. conducted a hard hitting investigation of 
the Buffalo Police, this mutually beneficial 
relationship would be threatened. If this is 
coupled with skepticism within the F.B.I. and 
Justice Department, that students were 
fabricating the charges, then little would be 
accomplished . Whatever the reason, the federal 
agencies responded with a less than adequate 
investigation. 
VII. The media 
The Concerned Law Students felt that it was 
of paramount importance to make a strong case 
against the Police Department in the newspapers, 
on television and on radio. This publicity would 
serve two functions, It would place pressure on 
the various agencies involved to conduct fuller 
investigations and it would pr9Sl!nt to the public a 
more accurate view of the students side of the 
story . 
The following section discusses the role of 
the media in this investigation: 
The Concerned Law Students actively sought 
rral~ cowrage of their efforts; studlnts visited 
television stations - WKBW, WGR and WBEN 
taped three half-hour radio programs, held three 
major press conferences and worked with reporter 
Pat Slattery of UPI in an attempt to expose the 
police actions to the public. 
The first media coverage of May 7, 1970, 
however, had nothing to do with the law students. 
Several papers on May B, 1970 ran ·stories of 
students shooting students on the Buffalo 
campus.,. The Civil Liberties Union caused the 
next publicity by presenting on May 13 to the 
F.B.I. evidence of police misconduct." The press 
described the allegations that police had shot 
students without cause. 
The Concerned Law Students began their 
publicity campaign on May 14. A delegation of 
law students met with Governor Rockefeller to 
request a full state investigation. The New York 
Times carried the story while the Buffalo press 
ignored it'.' 0 
University Acting President Regan was 
informed of the investigation by the University 
. Advocates Office which was working with the 
Concerned Law Students and Civil Liberties 
Union. He, on May 15, requested a full 
investigation of the alleged "shotgun incident." 
The Courier Express and Buffalo Evening News 
carried this story on May 15.• ' 
The Concerned Law Students contacted 
Patrick Slattery pf the Buffalo UPI office in May. 
Mr. Slattery wanted to •investigate the matter and 
write a story after he cleared the matter with 
superiors. He spen~ three weeks delving into the 
matter with assistance of the Concerned Law 
Students. The result of his work was a lengthy 
article that was sent over UPI wires on June 4, 
1970. It was entitled "Evidenc~ In Survey Ties 
Police to UB Campus Gunfire" and was the most 
comprehensive document produced to that 
time . ., This story was printed throughout the 
eastern United States by the Buffalo Evening 
News and Courier Express the Tonawanda News, 
the New York Times and Daily News and several 
other newspapers. . 
The SUNYAB campus press also lent its 
support to the efforts. The Spectrum on June 12 
and 19, the ethos on June 17 , 1970, ran lengthy 
articles on the investigation. These newspapers 
followed the investigation to its conclusion 
presenting the most extensive and accurate 
accounts of investigation. 
The final story was printed in The Spectrum 
of Oct. 27, 1971 . In two stories "Birdshot 
Investigation Closed" and "Despite Facts Birdshot 
Investigation Abandoned" The Spectrum summed 
up the entire affair, roundly criticizing those 
involved ." The Spectrum staff also sent the 
stories over the College Press Service thus 
spreading the stories to all Eastern College 
Campuses.s. WBFO, the SUNYAB radio station, 
also broadcast all of the press conferences and 
several special news reports on the progress of the 
investigation. 
Additionally, University Information 
Services, helped organize the press conferences. 
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They also were responsible for three radio 
' programs on the investigation by the Concerned 
Law Students in May and September 1970. These 
programs were broadcast over the city 's major 
radio stations. 
After the UPI story was published interest in 
the investigation grew; the Concerned Law 
Students visited the three major television studios 
in · the area presenting their news departments 
with updated packets on the investigation. Only 
WBEN headed by Mr. Rottman responded by 
interviewing the mayor of Buffalo on the matter 
in July . Mr. Joseph Lentini of WGR-TV did 
suggest that the District Attorney of Erie County 
be approached . 
Therefore, on June 9, 1970, representatives 
of the Concerned Law Students office met with 
Mr. Dillon. Advanced notice to local television 
radio and newspaper sources by the Advocates 
Office produced the first press conference. All 
major television and radio stations interviewed the 
Concerned Law Students broadcasting the 
interviews on their news casts that evenjng. The 
Courier Express reported the matter on June 10, 
1970.' 4 
The second press conference was held· on 
Sept. 16, 1970. Substantial effort was put into 
this event by the Concerned Law Students, the 
Civil Liberties· Union and the University 
Information Services to convince the public of the 
truth of the charges. Letters were sent to the 
governor; Michael Dillon , Erie County District 
Attorney and Jerris Leonard of the Justice 
Department on Aug. 31 , 1970, inviting them to 
make a final report on their investigation. Their 
responses were discussed in the previous section 
on Formal Investigations. ' ' 
Additionally , the Concerned Law Students 
and Civil Liberties Union released a IJ)er:norandum 
on Sept. 8, 1970, to the media announcing the 
press conference. University Information Services 
helped the Concerned Law Students develop a 
packet containing a history of the investigation, 
the actions of police agencies in response, and a 
description of the events of May 7, 1970. 
The press conference was held on Sept. 16, 
1970, in the University Law School. Most of the 
media were pr~sent. The conclusions reached by 
the Concerned Law Students and Cjvi'I liberties 
Union were presented by Attorney Edward I. 
Koren and this. writer. They concluded that police 
shot students that night; and despite ample 
evidence, · no full investigation was conducted by 
any agency." The official investigation was 
described in the following manner : 
· 'While individuals promised full and adequate 
investigations we got at best a cursory investigation and at 
W0 '3t a whitewash. , ,e 7 , 
It was emphasized at this conference that the 
Concerned Law Students and Civil Liberties 
Union did not believe that their evidence was 
sufficient for an indictment but t hat they 
expected it would be enough t o spur some agency 
mto a more detailed and adequate investigation. 
This was not the case! 
The television and radio stations carried the 
press conference all day. The press coverage was 
extensive. The Courier Express, Niagara Falls 
Gazette, Utica Daily Press, t he Evening News 
Press, Binghamton and the Albany Times Union 
were a few of those who carried the story. 
SUNV:AB •' student newspapers such as The 
Spectrum, ethos, The Reporter and the Opinion 
all carried the story . Additionally, the story was 
carried by · the College Press Service reaching 
numerous schools such as Syracuse University. 
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Media coverage until May 1971 was adequate 
in that the Concerned Law Students were given 
equal coverage with the Buffalo Police. The 
Buffalo Evening News commendably went ~ far 
as to print editorials on the affair expressing their 
desire to know what had been discovered in the 
various investigations.•• However, no part of the 
media ever conducted a detailed study of the 
matter despite the availability of evidence and 
witnesses. 
They also printed what was said by the 
Concerned Law Students and the Police without 
checking the veracity of the statements. The 
Police thus made several unfounded and 
contradictory statements that the media took at 
full faitti. Commissioner Blair denied ttiat 
shotguns were used on the campus the night of 
May 7 and the media, except UPI , failed to point 
out that the tear gas launchers used that night 
were shotguns.•' Commissioner Felicetta, whose 
public positions regularly changed, stat.ed in June 
1970 that the pol ice had received complaints that 
a citizen of the area had fired the shots.' 0 The 
press blindly printed these excuses without any 
investigation. 
Yet there was absolutely no evidence 
gathered or presented by anyone to substantiate 
tbis claim. Also if the claim were true, one 
wonders why the police didn 't arrest that citizen. 
Commissioner Felicetta consistently states that he 
was investigating the matter' ' but there is little 
evidence of that effort. The C0ncerned Law 
Students and related parties interviewed almost 
80 witnesses and only one reported being 
contacted by the police and that was at his own 
initiative.•' The media failed to reveal that 
Felicetta's reliance on official police reports might 
lead to one-sided reports. 
One report in the New York Times stated 
that descriptions of the vehicle that did the 
shooting were different.• 3 This is highly 
deceptive since only one person actually said that 
the vehiqle .wasn't ~ hite police ~ tion wagon.,• • 
There were over 70 itatements. 
The credibility of the pfess and the media 
was greatly stained in May 1971 . The Buffalo 
Evening News printed a story headlined on page 
one '.'Police Cleared by F.8 .1. of Firing at UB 
Students." It sa id : 
'7he Federal Bureau of Investigation has cleared Buffalo 
Police on charges that they fired shotguns during a 
disturbance last _May on the .State University of Buffalo 
campus. ,,9s 
A similar story was sent over AP wires and 
broadcast over the local radio stations. 
• The report was false since the only thing the 
F.B.I. had done was test shotguns shells against 
official weapons with a negative result. The 
Justice Department on May 6 knew nothing of 
the report and it is their responsibility to draw 
these ultimate conclusions.96 These tests left the 
possibility open that private weapons or differ~ 
shells were used . 
The Concerned Law Students, by contacting 
the F .BI. and Justice Departments, discovered 
these assertions were erroneous.'' Additionally, 
they talked with a Buffalo Evening News 
employee who related the full story to them . It 
seemed that the F .B. I. leaked a report to the 
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Buffalo Police contrary to their stated policies.'• 
A high official in the Police Department 
contacted Mike Benevento, the longtime Buffalo 
Evening News Police reporter. Apparently, he was 
told only of the test and the negative results 
which alone were meaningless. Mr. Benevento, 
with at least the tacit approval of the editors, 
created the story that the F.B.1. had cleared the 
Police. That headline probably misled many 
citizens into believing that the police didn't do 
the shooting. This affair wo-s a blatdnt breach of 
public trust which demonstrated the fut ility of 
honest attempts to reach thr public w ith cases of 
official misconduct. 
The News printed an ·ed itoriai a .few days 
later which, in fact retracted, in al' obscure way, 
their May 4 article. It read : . 
'The F.8 .1. has now established that shotgun 
cartridges found on the campus were not fired from 
shotguns in the Police arsenal. ihat is a gratifying finding 
and we are glad the F.B.I. made the investigation, but 
obviously it does not dispose fu l!y of the allegations since 
the possibility is presumably leh OJ.Um that some 
oolicemen might have used w, .;pons o'./Jer than those 
owned by the departmen t. "99 
The Concerned Law Students and Civil 
Liberties Union sponsored a press conference on 
May 10, 1971 , to refute the fal se reporting of 
May 4. Item by item the Concerned Law Students 
exposed the nature of the May 4 report. They• 
told of their conversations with Justice 
Department and F .B.1. officials, of the 
meaningless nature of the F.B.1. tests, and they 
reiterated their charges of Police misconduct and 
cover up.' 0 0 The release was reported extensively 
only by WKBW ahd WYSL radio stations and The 
'>pectrum. The Reporter, Courier Express and 
'Juffalo Evening News' 0 ' reports were obscure 
and less than complete. The News which was 
expected to clarify its May 4 report, made an 
ambiguous report that was headlined "Justice 
Department Aide Says F.B.1. Tested Guns." This 
reinforced their May 4 report since it confirmed ' 
the test. Hidden in the middle of the report thee 
News printed a defacto retraction : 
't he Attorney (Justice Department aide) a member 
o f the Department's Civil Rights Division , said reports of 
the test were "inconclusive" and "neither cleared nor 
condemned" police of the charges. " 10 2 
WBFO .and WEBR rad io stations conducted 
half hour interviews on the matter during that 
week. The final news coverage concerned the 
letter of Oct. 12, 1971 from Mr. Norman. The 
Buffalo Evening News printed a story entitled 
"U.S. Drops Probe of Buffalo Police in UB 
Shooting." The story reiterated the decision to 
end the investigation and contained Law Student 
criticism of the federal involvement. ' 0 3 
The overall effect of this series of incidents, 
coupled with the Justice Department's silence 
left the community uninformed as to the status.of 
the investigation. The evidence clearly established, 
even to Lester · Scali of the Justice 
Department,' 0 • . that the Buffalo Police fired at 
and injured students on May 7, 1970, but this fact 
and the fa ilure of any agency to expose it were 
l)Ot conveyed to t he public. 
( The media participation in the affair was the 
most crucial part of the investigation, despite its 
deficiencies, because it did convey fO the public 
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the basic facts of the case. Signifi~~t'i'-l"iife 
coverage was also responsible for assisting' Th 
Concerned Law Students and th c· • • eu · . . e ,v,.1 Liberties 
_nion m spumng agencies to do the little the 
did. The success of the publicity . Yb b campaign can 
est . e measured by an editorial in the Buffalo 
Evenmg News, Sept. 30, 1970 repeated in 
substance on May 5 and 18, 19]l: ' 
. " The New~ has no way of judging the conflictin 
claims and demals, however, it is obviously difficult t~ 
~esfX:nd ~ the r/a"! ~udents ' charge of an official 
w~1tewash of the mctdent in the absence of complete 
wntten statemen~ by the agencies involved explaining just 
what ground the~r probes covered and what light these 
shed on the d,sputed events of May l . Especial/ 
d1sturb!~g, If co~rect, Is the students' contention th! 
au_th~ntles condu~ted only cursory inquiries and that the 
f!tstn~t At~orney s office, for example, had failed to 
mterv1ew witnesses to the shooting. 
. . ~t is ~at simply a matter of prosecuting culpable 
mdt~tduals ,t_any. Wha~ is required at the very least is a 
deta//ed pu~hc a~countmg of official findings by Gov;rnor 
Rock~feller_ s office, t~e Ju~tice Department and the other 
agencies said to have mvest1gated this incident. Neither the 
cam~~s nor the community is benefitted by leaving so 
5!1nswve and controversial an Incident dangling indefinite/ 
m a shadowy and dam8f1in.QJimbo. 1os .Y 0 
Obviously the editors ·were convinced of the 
same things the Concerned Law Students and 
Civil 'Liberties Union knew were true, that the 
agenices involved had not done their job and that 
the community had a right to know. Perhaps the 
skepticism developed in the media by the 
investigation, will someday lead to more changes 
in the police system. 
Although the media deserves much credit for 
the limited success of the investigation , as had 
been pointed out, the media covered the at.fair 
only reluctantly and generally in a very limited 
manner. This r~luctance reflects an unholy 
alliance between the police and the media. The 
media rely heavily on the police for_most stories 
in that area and generally seem to be unduly 
sympathetic with the police agencies. Media 
relationships to nonestablished groups such as 
students, are less than intimate, slanting stories of 
police misconduct even further. 
The existence of this unholy alliance was 
confirmed and discussed at great length in 'the 
report of the Allentown Riot - Frustration, 
Politics and the Allentown Incident. The authors 
suggest that the media, both individual rep,orters 
and the news hierarchy, are biased toward the 
police .♦ 0 • Also, that the media is most reluctant 
to criticize the police."• 7 The book summed up 
media coverage of the Allentown incident in this 
manner: 
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. d, "The news coverage of the Allentown inci'!ent was 
ma equa~e. stereotyped, routinized, sensationalized and 
grossly biased to favor the police. ,..1o a 
Another report, The Anatomy of a Riot: 
Buffalo, 1967, expresses similar views concerning 
m~,a coverage of the 1967 riot. The media was 
cnttzed for not adequately reporting the full 
scope of events and the many points of view 
available on the tense situation. '• • 
_The_ possibility of change by informing the 
publlc v,a the media of official misconduct 
becomes extremely difficult in the face of this 
unholy allian_ce. Th_e police have been given a 
blank ch~ck m dealtng with problems of a social 
and p_o!1t1cal nature resulting in official repression 
of leg1t1mate groups and movements. 
VII 1. General conclusion 
. Substantial . time and effort was put into an 
informal investigation aimed at exposing and 
perhaps _punishing certain police officers guilty of 
gross misconduct. The Concerned Law Students 
and C1v1I . Liberties Union were representing a 
cause which was distinctly unpopular to the 
populace and p~lice agencies. Although there was 
.:.::~~-~ --
substantial evidence that the police had violated 
several local and federal laws, these factors of an 
unpopular cause, little public concern and 
priorities within the police system helped to 
defeat this effort before it was started. Why is 
such an effort doomed to failure? 
The answer to this question seems to rest on 
the aforementioned factors, primarily public 
concern. The public has formed attitudes that 
determine their response to problems such as this. 
Today, fears have developed, some unfounded, 
resu lting from the breakdown of the older 
standards. They have been led to believe the 
fundamentals of order and property are being 
undermined . Publicity concerning increased crime 
rate, inaccurate and misinterpreted, the rise of 
ethnic minorities, apparently threatening job 
security and ownership, and the _liberality of the 
young concerning religious and patriotic feelings 
have increased public fears. Faced with these 
threats and what at times appears to be open 
insurrection in the ghettos and on the campuses, 
the public turns to the simple answer - force. 
The use of force via the criminal justice 
system appears to be the easy solution since it not 
only will take the ' '.trouble-makers" off the street 
but it will discourage further assaults on the old 
value structure. This approach, on the surface, 
appears to have had results since there have been 
few substantial race or campus insurrections since 
harsh measures of force 1were brought to bear 
against the ghettos and offending students. This 
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approac_h ignores the effect- force has on 'political 
and r~c,al movements - it solidifies and spreads 
the vie"."' of these minorities. It also ignores the 
underly,_ng social and political problems faced by 
these _minonty communities, merely covering over 
festering wounds. 
. The media is responsible for the lack of 
public understanding in t hese major areas. There 
seems_ to _exist; ,a! was discovered in this and other 
invest1gat1ons, a reluctance to challenge the 
status quo and the public confidence in thA Police 
Department. Despite extensive facts that clearly 
defined a case of police misconduct, the media 
did not forcefully convey this to the public 
cho~sing instead to print or broadcast somebody 
e I se s thoughts on the matter or blatant 
falsehoo(ls. This demonstrated a serious b:each .of 
publtc trust, for if the press can't protect citizens 
from ~fficial misconduct, there will be no 
protections. 
Whatever the reason, the public, particularly 
that of Western New York, has turned to the 
force of the criminal system, the police, as an 
answer to their problems. Therefore, Police 
Departments have been updated and improved to 
be more capable of controlling the offending 
element. Public pressure in an area, such as police 
brutahty , determine what response the pol ice 
agencies_ w,11 give to requests for investigations 
and indictments. During a time when the public 
feels _a greate~ need for police protection against 
certain groups the same public will be hesitant to 
force the police to purge their own ranks because r 
of charges of police misconduct by those same 
offending groups. 
Public pressure is not the only factor that 
militates against a successful investigation of this 
nature. Reluctance, on the part of the mayor and 
the police commissioners to investigate and charge 
their own men , pol ice resentment, and 
obstructionism of the Police Benevolent 
Association all contribute to the atmosphere that 
has placed the Police above the law. 
The commissioner is most reluctant to take 
any action against his own men . There seemed to 
exist within the higher levels of the department an 
over ·inflated sense of loyalty at all costs to the 
police. Thus both Commissioners Blair and 
Felicetta issued denials of misconduct the day 
after the "birdshot" incident without any 
investigation of the matter. Additionally, they are 
faced with obstructionism by the Police 
Benevolent Association. 
The Police Benevolent Association has 
gai ned substantial power in the last few years. It 
has 5uccessfully worked for and gained better 
working conditions and pay for its members. 
· However, it also seeks to impose itself between 
the commissioner and any officer against whom 
charges are brought. This process cari work for the 
benefit of all parties but has been abused . Today 
the PBA, by obstruction the commissioner 
wherever possible, has contributed to the break 
down of authority within the Police Department 
thus contributing to the lack of" justice in 
brutality cases. 
Many recent incidents substantiate these 
assessments of the Police Department: One 
incident that demonstrates the extent to which 
the commissioner has lost control of his 
department is the Police Line-Up Case. This 
incident stemmed from charges that on April 6, 
1970, several policemen invaded an apartment, 
beat the occupants and accidentally maced two 
small children. Since 62 policemen were at the 
scene, the commissioner, after complaints were 
received , ordered all those present into a line-up 
to identify the culprits. The Union filed suit in 
federal court to enjoin the line-up. This litigation 
lasted one year going to the Supreme Court which 
upheld a lower court up-holding the 
commissioner's power to hold the line-up. The 
I 
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police, after this,;eluctantly entered into the 
line-up.1 ii 
This incident was significant not only for the 
fact that the PBA was obstructing action on the 
case but because of the commissioner's actions. 
Policemen , numbering 275 , refused orders to 
participate in the line-up . This was done under 
advice of counsel but was nonetheless a serious 
breach of departmental regu lations. Instead of 
asserting his authority over the offending officers 
and disciplining them, he dropped all charges 
against the officers.' 1 1 This is one more example 
of how the commissioner has lost control of his 
men , but it is not the only example. 
The Allentown disturbances of June 13, 
1971, provide another example of both mindless 
police brutality , and the commissioner's refusal to 
take action against offending po licemen. 
Numerous citizens complained of wanton acts of 
physical abuse by numerous police officers.' ' 3 
These same citizens brought their complaints to 
the mayor and commissioner.' ' ' In the tradition 
of the city government, the incident was ignored, 
the issues cloclouded' ' 5 and no action taken to 
discipline the police. 
The campus disturbances ·01 the spring of 
1970 produced another case of abuse and 
cover-up. Robert Chou, an exchange student, was 
severely beaten ·by two members of the -Buffalo 
Police Department. He filed charges with the 
police and federal government. The results were 
the same. The Police paid lip service to the case 
and the local federal attorney had to drop the 
case.' ' • A person was seriously injured by police 
and yet no one was brought to justice. 
con~erning extortion. Once these patrolmen filed 
suit in Federa l Court, the commissioner dropped 
the charges without even a court fight. 1 1 • Th_e 
charges may have been dropped because of the 
commissioner's negligence in safeguarding the 
rights of the suspects but the fact still remains 
that his authority was eroded by th is blunder. 
The latest episode involves the disappearance 
of $10,000 worth of confiscated heroin from 
police custody. The commissioner, act ing with 
unaccustomed force, suspended one .person and 
disbanded the entire Narcotics Squad when it 
appeared that the disappearance was the fault of 
that squad . 1 ' 9 The commissioner's zea l must be 
commended, but since he could not avoid harsh 
actio n, the District Attorney and federa l 
government also were involved in the case. This 
action can be seen as an exception to the rule that 
the department protects its own. 
The triple threat of PBA obstruction ism, 
police resentment, and official reluctance in the 
command structure to investigate has effectively 
deterred substantial actions by the Buffalo Police 
Department to purge its own ranks. 
Similar factors worked on the District 
Attorney, State Police and F.B.I. These agencies 
also had a working relationship with the Buffalo 
Police that might have been endangered by any 
action against the offending officers. Each one 
also has a limited staff which means limited time 
for each problem. Priorities have to be established 
for prosecution. The public apathy or opposition 
to the "birdshot" investigation and other factors 
made this a low priority item, resulting in only 
cursory investigations without results. 
Another case that exemplifies this lack of 
control involves several off-duty patrolmen who 
were alleged to have beaten severa l citizens after a 
football game. These citizens were arrested but 
eventually charges were fil ed against the 
' 
1 7 police. As of this printing, no affirmative 
action has been taken by the commissioner to 
resolve this matter. 
Brutality cases are not the only examples of 
lack of control within the Police Department. 
Charges were leveled against two policemen for 
·. their refusal to answer departmerital questions 
111 . Buffalo Evening News, July 16, 1971 , "Complainants 
Identify 10 Officers in Lineup," p. 23. 
112., Ibid., November 9, 1971 , "Felicetta Drops Charges Against 
Police In Lineup," p. 1. · . / 
113. Frunmlon, Po/Wes and rhe Allentown /ncidtmt, pp. 5.7 . 
114. Ibid., pp.47-49 . 
115. Ibid., pp. 49-59. 
116. Buflelo Et1ening News, May 13, 1971 , "Probe Fails to 
Confirm or O.WV Beating Case," p. 36. 
117. Ibid.• 0.:f!! mber 7, 1971 , "Police Charge Patrolmen In 
Sudium lnddent," p. 41 . 
What results from this consideration of the 
Criminal Justice System is a findin·g that there is 
substantial disparity in the manner of law 
enforcement depending on who is the offender 
and who is the complainant. If the police accused 
students of shooting at police the result would be 
indictments. The 1970 Erie County hold-over . 
March Grand Jury went out of its way to 
investigate every detail of campus life whether it 
bore on crime or not . Thus, the criminal will be 
found or investigated if the problem involves 
student misconduct, and ignored if it involves 
police misconduct . 
. Solutions to the problems must come from a 
variety of areas. The city of Buffalo 's government 
must exert civilian control over police activities in 
order to control misconduct. This control could 
118. Ibid., May 20, 1971 , "'Two Policemen End Su1penslons, 
Charges Dropped," p, 46 . 
119. Ibid. , qecember 1, 1971~)"Unit Commander is Aeaaigned 
Patrolman's Rank ," p, 1. 
take the form of a civilian review board or at least 
the establishment of a separate and independent 
city agency to investigate and prosecute official 
misconduct. 
The state government is in an excellent 
position to force needed changes on local 
government by law. The state has the manpower 
to investigate, study and recommend solutions on 
a state-wide basis. Add itionally, the state police 
have the facilities to act as overseer of city Police 
forces . 
The federal government is more remote from 
city and cannot be expected to oversee all 
misconduct. It is responsible, however, for the 
protection of federal rights. Therefore, by 
investigation of . legitimate complaints and 
attaching conditions to federal funds, the federal 
government could secure certain rights. 
All of the above depends on the public for 
implementat ion . There will be no equal 
protection under' the laws as long as the public 
remains uninformed and in fear. Since there is 
little hope for a massive educational effort to 
bring justice back to all, attempts to substantially 
alter the discriminate enforcement of laws will 
meet with failure . Police can be expected to maim 
many more people without the establishment of 
adequate deterrence. 
The author recommends the following reports 
which furth er document police misconduct in the 
BU ttalo area: 
1) Frustration, POiitics and the Allentown 
Incident - This report produced by six members of the 
communitY, documents the police confrontation that 
marred the thirteenth annual Allentown Art Festival. 
Copies (at $1.75 an issue) may be ordered from PO 
Box 909, Ellicott Station, Buffalo, N.Y. 14205 or by 
phoning Rev . Stephen Chamberlain at 896-3596. 
2) The Anatomy of a Riot: Buffalo, 1967 by 
Cook.and Besag which discusses the causes--of the 1967_ 
race riots. 
The author would like to extE!nd his thanks t~ 
the numerous parties who have made this report 
·possible, Special thanks go out to the law students 
attorneys and the New York Civi l Liberties Union ' 
Niagara Frontier Chapter who spent time and effort o~ 
mak ing this report poSSible. 
Photographs by J. Neal Fox and Ron Silventein. 
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SY BUA515 (SY ABA346) EJ PO Albany NY 15 533P EDT 
Mr. Richard J, Rosche Concerned law Students for Peace 75 DLY PO if Within free delivery zone 
5631 Broadway Lancaster NY (DWX) 
Dear Sirs : 
I am in receipt of your letter of August 31, 1970 relating to the 
alleged " birdshot inddent" of May seventh on the State University
campus at Buffalo. 
As you are aware, an inquiry into the allegations made on May 14 , 
1970 by the Concerned Law Students for Peace to the governor was 
conducted by the state police at his request. 
Unfortunately, the day that you met with the governor, most of 
the physical evidence was delivered by you to the Buffalo office of the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation and subsequent ly sent to Washington. 
The remaining available physical evidence was also delivered thereafter 
to the federal authorities'. Moreover, state police officers were not 
present on the campus during the May seventh disturbances. 
The unavailability of the physical evidence necessary to a complete 
investigation combined with the lapse of time between the events in 
Question and the request . for a state inquiry severely hampered the 
investigative efforts of the state police and perforce rendered themhighly inconclusive. 
All information developed during the course of the state police 
_invest/gation is also in the possession of the Erie County district 
attorney, who together with the Grand Jury bea~s ~nma~y 
responsibility for ascertaining the existence of wrong-Oomg 1n EneCounty. ' 
All further action in this matter must colTle from local or federal
authorities. Sincerely 
Ho~ard Shapi,ro Assistance Counsel to the governor 
LETTER 4A 
Niagara Frontier Chapter 
New York Civil liberties Union 
1370 Main Street 
Buffalo, New York 14209 
June 15, 1970 ' Mr. Joseph Rhodes, Jr. 
c;o Harvard University 
, Dear Mr. Rhodes, 
We have just read an article in the June 15, 1970 Times concerning 
your appointment to the presidential commission on campus unrest . 
On May 7, 1970 during-campus turmoil at the State University of 
New York at Buffalo, an incident occurred which we think the 
Commissi6n should concern itself with. On the evening of that day, 
several Buffalo police cars came up on campus and th'e men inside fired 
off may rounds of birdshot or buckshot into the ranks of unarmed 
students and bystanders, injuring many and provoking funhe( turmoil. 
Information gathered by. the Concerned Law Students, the Niagara 
University Advocate 's Office of the State University o f New York at 
Buffalo has been turned over to several law enforcement agencies and 
legislators: the F.8 .1., State Police, the District Attorney of Erie 
County. Senators Goodell and Javits and Congressmen McCarthy and Dulsk i. 
We urge that the Presidential Commission investigate and report on 
this occurrence in the interest of peace in our community and the 
nation . We offer our full cooperation and stand ready to appear at any 
time ~nd in any place to turn over information and provide testimony. 
Yours very truly, 
Edward I. Koren, Staff Counsel 
Niagara Frontier Chapter, NYCLU 
Richard Rasche 
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LETTER 5 
Sep 16 1970 
t,Ar. Edward \ . \(oren 
Niagara frontier Chapter 
New"'< or\<. Civil Liberties Union 
1370"Main Street 
Buffalo, NeW York 14209 
Dear Mr . Koren: 
I wish to acknowledge the receipt of your letter daJed August 31, 
1970, requesting that I , or a member of mV staff, attend a press 
conference at th• S.U .N ,y ,A.B - Law School on September 16. 1970, 
and report on the results and conclusions of the investigation bV the 
Qepartment of Justice into th• alleged shootings in MaV , 1970 at the 
Buffalo campus of New Yor\c. Un\versitV-1 cannot accede to your request . It has a\wavs been the pe\icv of 
the Qepartment of Justice not to release to anV person or organization 
the results ot anv investigation conducted bV the Federal Bo/eau of 
Investigation or th• conclusions reached bV our attorneys after a study 
o! the investigative reports, It is mv' opinion that th• por1cv is a sound 
one and one based tirmlV upon established legal principals. I am sure 
that the New York Civil Liberties Union will appreciate the tact that 
the Department of Justice does not , and will not , accuse ariV perso~ or 
organization ot a criminal act or produce anv evidence to that etfect 
unless it be in a court of \aw . We do not, in short, trV our cases in the 
You mav be assured that this Department will vigorously prosecute 
all violations ot federal laws. In our Civil Rights Division , we have 
established th• Criminal section, staffed bV a full complement of 
·attornevs, wnose onlV job is to investigate and criminallV prosecute 
stat• officials and other persons who willfu\\V deprive persons of 
federallV protected rights- These attornevs are currently studying the 
reports of th• alleged shooting on Mav 7, 1970, at the Buffalo campus. 
If it is our conclusion that a violation of a criminal civil rights statute 
has occurred and if th• persons responsible are identified, we will 




, Jerris Leonard 
Assistant A tto;neY General 
Civil Rights DiVis/on 
cc: t,lr . Richard J . Rosch• 
eo11cerned \.aW Students tor Peace 
5631 eroadw•vLancaot"', NaW Yori< 14086 
LETTER 6 
.--
Mr. Robert L. Ketter , ,President 
State University of New York at Buffalo 
108 Hayes Hall 
Buffalo, New York 14214 
Dear Mr. Ketter : 
This is in reference to your letter of N
conc~rning the shooting incidents of ovember 25, _1970 
Buffalo campus. I apologize for the d ~av_7' 1970 o_n the Un1verS1tV of 
For your information . e av _in mpond1ng. 
completed and we . the FBI investigation of this matter has been 
this analysis indicat:•a l~i;~~ii~oc~•~ ~f a~a\yzing the results. Should 
, take further action . 0 e era criminal law we will then 
·Sincerely, 
Jerris Leonard 
Assistant Attorney General 
Civil Rights Division 
LETTER 7 
United States DWashingtoe:aortmcent of Justice 
' · · 20530 
Oct 12 197l 
Mr. Richard J. Rasche 
5631 Broadway 
Lancaster.' New York 14086 
Dear Mr. Rasche : 
.. This is in refer: .01V1s1on, anctto your"ce to your discUssions .
occurring on th letter of June 23 1 with Mr . Scali of . 
May 7, 1970. e campus· of the U , '. 971, concerning the incidents. thlSniver51ty of B ff I . 
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Assistant Attorne. Norman 
Civil R, Y General 
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Acting Chief C . A Murphy
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ALO GENERAL HOSPITAL 
Tl'(E SUff 100 High streel 
euttalO, N .V . 
HEALTH REPORT 
Memorandum 
To: Or. Peter Regan 
From: Or. LeRoy Pesch 
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h' ~~,.. ~,. ,v• ri-.. i.l;(; 
State Univenity of New York at Buffalo 
University Health Senrice 
Memorandum 
Date: May 15, 1970 
To: Lj!Roy Pesch, M.D., Dean 
From: Paul F. Hoffman, M.O./Dr. Musselman 
Subject: Incidents on Mav 7- 8 , 1970 
The University Health Service provided first aid services 
throughout the evening and night of Thursday, May 7 especially from 
9:30 P. M. through 2 :00 A. M. During that time, an undetermined 
number of students who were either suffering from chemical irritants 
or injuries were treated b·oth a [sic] the Michael Hall facility and at 
first aid stations manned by students in Norton Union and Tower 
Dorm. Many dressings were done on the spot and it is estimated that 
about twenty-one students were sent to Meyer Memorial Hospital by 
private ca~s or LaSalle Ambulance. During the evening, the Health 
Service physician at Norton and Tower saw three students with small 
penetrating wounds 1/8 - 1/4 inch in diameter that were said to have 
been caused by bird shot. No foreign bodies were found in two, but the 
third had a small palpable nodule adjacent to the wound in the left 
eyebrow area. Medical students and other first aid personnel reported 
seeing at least four or five similar cases. Two additional cases were 
examined by the physician at the Health Service in Michael Hall. Again, 
foreign bodies were noted, but one wound had a subcutaneous 
nodule. The total number appears to be ten or eleven but because some 
of the casualities may have been seen by more than one person, the 
total number may be smaller than indicated. 
Attached is a list of the more S8rious injuries which were referred 
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MAIN STREET CAMPUS 
BUILDING INDEX 
1 - H1yesHall 29 - Annll)( A 
2 - Vlvarlum 30 - Clement Hall 
3 - HaytsB 31 - Goodyoar Hall 
4-HayesA 32 - Schoellkopf Hau 
5 - Hayes C 33 - University Tower 
6 - Physlcal Sc iences Library 34 - Cooke Hall 
1 - Hochstetter Hair 35 - Baird Hall 
8 - Townsend Hall 36 - Foster A 
9 - Old Faculty Club 37 - Norton Hall 
10 - Parker Engineering Bulldlng 38 - Foster Hall 
11 - Chemlcal Engineering Bulldlng 39 - Lockwood Library 
12 - Acheson A 40 - Crosby Hall 
13 - Acheson Hall 41 - Lockwood Library A 
14 - Nuclear Research Center 42 - Diefendorf Hall 
15 - Central Heating Plant 43 - Diefendorf A 
1~ - Service Bulldlng 44 - Harriman Library 
17 -service Center Bulldlng 
18 - Carbon Research Laboratory 
19 - Clark Gym 
20 - Rotary Fleld 
21 - Sherman Hall 
22 - Capen A 
23 - Health Sciences Bulldlng 
24 - Capen Hall 
25 - MacDonald Hall 
26 - Michael Hall 
27 - Traller Complex 
28 - Annex B 
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